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Summary

Bognor Regis town centre experiences a varying demand for parking throughout the year,
with peak parking demand being experienced in the summer holiday season of July and
August. During this time many of the town centre’s car parks are observed to operate at
capacity, particularly those in the area of the seafront. However, other car parks which are
away from the seafront and closer to the town centre shopping area are often under-used
even in this peak period.
Proposals for development within the town centre as part of the evolving Bognor Regis
Masterplan have identified a number of the town’s car parks as development sites, and the
completion of these developments over time will increase the level of parking pressure on
the town’s remaining car parks and at on-street parking locations.
This study examines the likely impacts of these developments on the town’s parking supply
and makes recommendations for a future strategy for parking in Bognor Regis which will
assist in enabling development whilst ensuring adequate parking supply is provided, with a
view to maintaining the viability and vitality of Bognor Regis town centre in the future.
An analysis of parking ticket sales data has revealed that parking activity within town centre
car parks is predominantly short-stay, with parking durations generally of less than two
hours at central locations including the Fitzleet multi-storey, Hothamton and Regis Centre car
parks. Longer durations are observed in the Gloucester Road car park, usually during the
summer months, suggesting this is a primary parking choice for visitors to the seafront.
A disc parking scheme which allows 2-hours free parking has been available in the Lyon
Street and Fitzleet car parks since December 2011, and take-up of this scheme is known to
be rising. However, the influence this measure has had on town centre footfall is not clear
as the number of additional journeys to these car parks is not known.
With regard to usage, the Regis Centre, Lyon Street and Gloucester Road car parks have the
highest levels of usage, although that at Gloucester Road is seasonal. Other town centre car
parks have spare parking capacity for much of the year.
On-street parking provision is also well used. Residential and shared use (residents and pay&-display parking) bays are frequently busy in the areas closest to the town centre, and
parking along the Esplanade is also well used by visitors in the peak holiday season. Onstreet parking in other areas is predominantly residential, with some demand from visitors in
areas around the railway station.
The proposed development of some of the town centre’s car parks will have a significant
impact on the availability of parking in Bognor Regis over time. In particular, the loss of the
Gloucester Road car park and reduction in parking provision at the Regis Centre will severely
impact on the availability of parking for drivers wishing to park in the area of the seafront.
Further, the potential loss of or reduction in public parking on the Fitzleet car park/Morrison’s
supermarket site would severely limit options for drivers displaced from car parks which have
been developed. It is therefore considered that Bognor Regis will have an inadequate level
of parking supply in future years once planned developments are completed.
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In order to gain the views of Bognor town centre stakeholders, consultation has been
undertaken with elected members, Arun District Council officers and local interest groups to
understand their views on the future of parking provision in the town. Elected members felt
that improvements to the current parking regime would benefit the town and that town
centre traffic circulation, direction signage and parking payment methods could all help to
improve the user experience. These sentiments were echoed by ADC officers, who were of
the view that improvements should be made as part of wider regeneration initiatives. Town
centre interest groups were keen to investigate the potential for the provision of free parking
in the town centre through an extension of the existing 2-hours free scheme and other
initiatives.
Consideration of the expected timetable for the delivery of planned developments has
identified that the future of the Fitzleet multi-storey car park is key to the level of future
parking supply in the town. However, it is not currently clear whether consented plans for its
redevelopment will be implemented. This car park currently exhibits a high level of underuse and would provide parking capacity for vehicles displaced from other car parks postdevelopment if retained. If this site is developed, this important source of parking supply is
likely to be given over to short-stay shopper parking and lost to medium and long stay users.
These existing users and visitors displaced from the re-developed seafront car parks would
have little option other than to park on-street unless new off-street parking can be provided.
The study has examined three scenarios for the future provision of parking on sites identified
for development; no loss of parking, a 50% loss of parking and a total loss of parking, and it
is clear that even a 50% loss of parking will create parking capacity issues if all sites are
developed. Thus there is likely to be a need to mitigate this loss going forward, through:


Determining and influencing the future of the Fitzleet multi-storey car park;



Ensuring a level of retained parking provision at the Regis Centre and Hothamton car
park sites;



Expanding the level of on-street parking provision; and



Exploring options for temporary off-street parking to accommodate peak summertime
demand.

These four core principles should form the basis of the future parking strategy for Bognor
Regis town centre, and this study identifies associated actions to be taken that will assist in
ensuring that sufficient car parking is provided in the town to provide for expected levels of
parking demand post-development whilst assisting in maintaining the vitality and viability of
the town.
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Introduction
1.1

1.1.1

Background
In 2009 Arun District Council (ADC) commissioned a Parking Strategy for Bognor Regis which
was intended to align the parking impacts of implementing the Bognor Regis Masterplan with
then current transport management plans and policy.

The strategy focused on identified

development

expected

proposals

which

were

at

that

time

to

come

forward

for

implementation, and in particular on the potential impacts on parking supply and demand in
the town.
1.1.2

As a result of the economic downturn which began in 2008/09, some of these developments
have stalled and are under review to ensure the proposals are deliverable in the new
economic climate. It is expected that the parking impacts of future development will now be
different from those reviewed by the 2009 Parking Strategy and in May 2012 Arun
commissioned a review of the strategy, undertaken by MVA Consultancy.

1.2
1.2.1

Study Objectives
In preparing a revised Parking Strategy for Bognor Regis, MVA have sought to address the
study objectives of:


Guiding the management and provision of car parking in the town centre;



Ensuring future parking provision complements future development whilst meeting the
needs of town’s residents and visitors;

1.2.2



Contributing to the viability and prosperity of Bognor Regis; and



Recognising the links to regional and local policy.

The objectives of the Bognor Regis Masterplan remain current, and the revised Parking
Strategy aims to support and assist in delivering the Masterplan whilst ensuring that an
appropriate level of parking supply is maintained within the town centre.

1.3
1.3.1

Methodology
Understanding the current demand for parking in Bognor Regis is a key element of this
review.

To achieve this understanding, an analysis has been undertaken based primarily on

parking data provided by ADC including:


Parking ticket machine sales and revenue data;



Parking accumulation data at car parks operating a 2-hours free disc parking scheme;



On-street parking supply data;



Numbers of resident’s and other parking permit issues.

Bognor Regis Parking Strategy
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1.3.2

Introduction

Analysis of data provided by ADC has focused on the town centre’s car parks, but
consideration is also given to the supply and demand for on-street parking. The data has
been supplemented by spot-count surveys at town centre car parks, used to establish
parking accumulation levels during the peak summer period.

1.3.3

The analysis has been used to provide a baseline for existing parking supply and demand,
from which an assessment of the impacts of future development proposals can be made.
Details of developments as currently proposed have also been provided by ADC and an
assessment has been made of four different development scenarios:

1.3.4



No loss of parking on town centre development sites;



50% loss of parking on town centre development sites;



Total loss of parking on town centre development sites; and



Parking provision as shown on current layout and development plans.

This Parking Strategy seeks to ensure adequate parking supply is provided within the town
centre, but it is important that the views and opinions of local stakeholders are also taken
into consideration when drawing up proposals and actions. A number of local stakeholders
have been consulted to provide further evidence to supplement the findings of our analysis,
including;


Arun DC and West Sussex CC elected members;



Bognor Regis Town Centre and other local parish councils;



Other interest groups including;



1.3.5

−

Regeneration Board

−

Brighter Bognor

−

Civic Society

−

Chamber of Commerce

−

Federation of Small Businesses; and

The Councils development partner, St. Modwen.

The data and opinions gathered as part of this study have provided considerable insight into
the operation of parking in Bognor Regis and provided a robust evidence base for the
development of the Parking Strategy and Action Plan detailed in the following chapters of this
document.
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Policy Context
2.1

2.1.1

Overview
A review of the relevant literature to provide the policy context of the Parking Strategy is set
out in this chapter.

Relevant published documents regarding national, regional and local

spatial planning and transport policy with direct impacts on parking have been reviewed for
this study. A common theme, which is the promotion of sustainable development patterns,
runs through all these documents.

2.2

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

2.2.1

The NPPF outlines Government’s planning policies for England and how they are expected to
be applied. It is a framework which sets out Government’s definition of sustainable
development and what this means in practice for the planning system. ‘At the heart of the
NPPF is a Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development, which should be seen as a
golden thread running through both plan-making and decision taking’1.

2.2.2

The NPPF outlines twelve Core Planning Principles, and those that are of particular relevance
to parking in Bognor Regis are that planning should:


Actively manage patterns of growth to make optimum use of public transport, walking
and cycling;



Focus significant development in locations which are or can be made sustainable;



Reuse land that has been previously developed;



Promote mixed use developments; and



Support the transition to a low carbon future.

Delivering Sustainable Development
2.2.3

In its section on Promoting Sustainable Transport, the NPPF makes reference to the
importance of parking to the vitality and viability of town centres.

It states that local

authorities should seek to improve the quality of parking in town centres and set appropriate
parking charges in order to support town centre vitality whilst balancing the transport system
in favour of sustainable transport modes.

1

2.2.4

Provision of good quality secure parking is an important factor in maintaining the vitality and
viability of town centres and a consistent approach to parking is required to avoid needless
competition between sites to the detriment of sustainable development.

2.2.5

Regarding transport, the NPPF states that transport systems need to be balanced in favour of
sustainable transport modes, giving people a real choice about how they travel.
Encouragement should be given to solutions which support reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions and reduce congestion, supporting a pattern of development which facilitates the
use of sustainable modes of transport.

Extract from National Planning Policy Framework 2012
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Policy Context

2.3

Manual for Streets (MfS)

2.3.1

Streets have to fulfil a complex variety of functions in order to meet people’s needs as places
for living, working, and moving around in. Therefore, Manual for Streets provides guidance
and best practice for the development of streets and roads that can achieve this.

2.3.2

It aims to assist in the creation of streets that:

2.4
2.4.1



Help to build and strengthen the communities they serve;



Meet the needs of all users, by embodying the principles of inclusive design;



Form part of a well-connected network;



Are attractive and have their own distinctive identity;



Are cost effective to construct and maintain; and



Are safe.

West Sussex County Council Local Transport Plan 2011 – 2026
The West Sussex Transport Plan 3 has been developed to provide direction and focus to local
policies, such as its Local Development Framework (LDF). The Plan is shaped by the county
council’s vision of having a local transport network which is efficient, safe, less congested
and contributes to five key areas:

2.4.2



Economic growth;



Emissions reductions;



Improved accesses to services;



Jobs and housing; and



Improved quality of life.

Strategies developed in the plan have also been influenced by three key factors identified by
the council as drivers for change - population growth, traffic growth and health needs2 - as
well as central government’s five goals for transport set out in the ‘Towards a Sustainable
Transport Policy’ document. The Plan consists of two main components: a Long-Term
Strategy and an Implementation Plan. The Long-Term Strategy sets out West Sussex’s
strategy for the next 15 years with the Implementation Plan outlining how the Plan will be
implemented. Under the Long Term Strategy, the county council sets out its main objective,
which is to improve the quality of life through the provision of a transport network which
promotes economic growth; complements the built and natural environment whilst reducing
emissions; provides access to jobs, housing and services; and safer and healthier to use.

2.4.3

To this end, four key strategies have been developed which will inform the council’s approach
to three key economic areas in the county: Coastal West Sussex (includes Bognor Regis,
Arundel, Littlehampton, Worthing, Shoreham and Chichester), Gatwick Diamond (includes
Crawley, Horsham, East Grinstead, Haywards Heath and Burgess Hill) and Rural West
Sussex. The four key strategies alluded to are:

2

West Sussex Local Transport Plan (2011-2026)
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2.4.4

Policy Context



Economic Growth Strategy;



Climate Change Strategy;



Accessibility Strategy; and



Safety, Health and Security Strategy.

Of relevance to the Town Centre Parking Strategy are the Economic Growth and Climate
Change strategies.

Under the Economic Growth Strategy, the County Council aims to

improve connectivity and access to key employment centres and labour markets through key
interventions including parking improvements. The County Council will seek to improve
access to town and village centres by managing on-street parking and loading bays through
its Integrated Parking Strategy (discussed further in section 2.8). It will also ensure
appropriate amount of parking is provided at both new residential and non-residential
developments as set out in its parking standards.
2.4.5

The council also outlines under its Climate Strategy its aim to use parking as a tool to
encourage the use of more sustainable modes of transport and contribute to emissions
reductions through managing and enforcing on-street car parking in town centre areas
through its Integrated Parking Strategy.

2.4.6

The objectives of this Parking Study are in line with these policies and tie in with West
Sussex’s vision for parking provision in the county.

2.5
2.5.1

Arun Local Plan 2013 -2028 (Draft)
The draft Local Plan sets out proposals for the District Council’s strategy for achieving a set
of spatial planning objectives, including transport, and takes into consideration a number of
issues specific to the District, and national spatial planning requirements. The Plan embraces
the ‘neighbourhood planning’ approach to spatial planning and aims to encourage both public
and private sector investment in the district. The Plan will provide a guide for developers and
decision makers on the most suitable forms of developments for the district.

2.5.2

At the heart of the Plan are a number of strategic objectives which the proposed policies
outlined are aimed at achieving. The strategic objectives have been developed based on
issues and challenges facing the district and can be summarised under the following:


To strengthen the district’s economic base, support employment, housing and the
provision of necessary transport infrastructure;

2.5.3



Plan for climate change;



Promote sustainable travel and reduce the need to travel; and



Protect the district’s unique natural and built environment.

Of relevance to this Parking Strategy is the transport component of the Local Plan which
includes emerging policies on parking provision at new developments within the district.
Policy DM 22 proposes that all planning applications need to be assessed against current
West Sussex County Council guidance on planning provision, as well as other national
guidance and local policies. Emphasis is made on the need to fully assess the impact of the
loss of town centre parking for proposed regeneration projects on town centre accessibility
for all transport modes. Where applicable, provision must be made to replace lost public
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Policy Context

parking spaces. This policy is particularly relevant as development proposals earmarked for
existing town centre off-street car park locations, such as Hothamton car park, is likely to
result in the loss of town centre parking.
2.5.4

Policy proposal DM 23 provides further emphasis on the requirement for developers to
consider fully the impact of the loss of public parking spaces to new developments and
implement mitigation measures. It states that “proposals which involve the loss of existing
town centre car parks or town centre parking spaces, including provision for motorcycle and
bicycle parking, must be supported by a parking strategy which identifies:


The provision of car, motorcycle and bicycle parking currently in the town centre; and



The impact of the loss of parking provision on the demand for parking spaces, taking
account of modal share”.

2.5.5

2.6
2.6.1

Policy DM 23 goes on to further specify minimum requirements that should be satisfied in
situations where public parking spaces need to be relocated. It states that where such is the
case, developers will be required to provide adequate parking spaces which are conveniently
located to access town centre and tourist facilities; safe and secure; and accessible for cars,
motorcycles and bicycles.

Bognor Regis Master Plan (2003)
The Master Plan set out ADC’s vision for the long-term development of Bognor Regis town
centre and it proposes a mix of new land uses aimed at regenerating the town centre. The
Plan has been developed to sit comfortably within existing and proposed local strategies for
the town and is particularly influenced by ADC’s work on development briefs for two key sites
within the town centre: Hothamton Car Park and the Regis Centre.

2.6.2

Two key themes run through the Plan; the improvement of the public realm and
development to support economic growth. Eight locations within the town have been
identified as key locations to be developed or improved, which have been labelled as
‘quarters’. The selection of the quarters has been based on what is perceived as the main
development opportunities in the town and includes the Regis Centre, Hothamton Car Park
and the Fitzleet Multi-storey Car Park, all of which are of key relevance to this Parking
Strategy.

2.6.3

The Master Plan includes a transport component which provides an overview and assessment
of the transport infrastructure in the town. Of particular relevance to this study is an
assessment of the parking situation in the town included in an analysis of Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of/to the principal transport modes in the town.

2.6.4

Parking provision is described as being sufficient during off-peak times with off-street
parking being available at several locations throughout the town. However, the document
goes on to state that although there is insufficient supply during peak periods, a number of
car parks seem to be poorly utilised with a spare capacity of between 250 to 300 spaces
expected to be available on a typical weekday. The parking analysis provided to support this
Parking Strategy document can be considered to provide an update of the parking situation
described in the Masterplan document.
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Policy Context

The Master Plan proposes good road signing and the implementation of differential tariffs as
a way of ensuring good utilisation of parking capacity in the town. Of great importance to
this study is the identified potential threat of loss of parking capacity due the proposed
redevelopment of some off-street car parks into other land uses. Outcomes of this parking
study will provide an evidence base to assess the validity of this concern and propose
mitigation measures if validated.

2.6.6

The changes that have occurred in the economic climate since the Masterplan was adopted
means that it is likely that the proposals therein will be delivered in a different form which is
more in keeping with the prevailing economic conditions. Nevertheless, the basic principles
contained within the Masterplan are still largely valid, and will continue to underpin future
proposals for development within the town centre.

2.7
2.7.1

Bognor Regis Seafront Strategy (2009)
The Bognor Regis Seafront Strategy has been developed as part of ongoing efforts to
regenerate the town. The Strategy, adopted in 2010, is a Supplementary Planning Document
which feeds into ADC’s Local Development Framework. The Seafront Strategy supports
concepts outlined in the Bognor Regis Masterplan and presents a programme of
developments and projects - that have been tested and consulted with the public - which
seek to achieve the following overarching objectives:


Establish guiding principles for the regeneration of the seafront to become a more
vibrant destination and an integral part of the renaissance of Bognor Regis (in
conjunction with proposals for the Regis Centre);



Re-establish the seafront as a high quality visitor destination and local resource;



Improve the range and quality of the visitor experience by attracting new facilities and
upgrading the existing offer to bring a greater sense of life and vitality to the seafront
without compromising existing strengths;



Establish, maintain and insist on the highest quality of service, offer and welcome,
ensuring that each seafront feature individually and collectively helps to define Bognor
Regis as a destination;



Improve connectivity and linkages and the quality of the pedestrian environment along
the seafront and between the town centre and its parks, capitalising on the strengths
of existing character areas;



Encourage activities and investments that broaden the appeal to new market
segments and encourage a higher level of spend by visitors;



Balance the needs for commercial facilities with the protection and enhancement of
historic buildings, natural features and public spaces;



Expand current marketing activities and develop an expanded events and cultural
programme;



Improve the public realm, give it a consistent character, and create a hierarchy of
public spaces; and



Promote sustainable modes of transport including walking and cycling.
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Policy Context

Of relevance to this parking study are development plans earmarked for existing town centre
off-street car parks. These are outlined below.


Water Sports Centre: This is proposed to provide a jet skiing, kite surfing and a scuba
school and include a cafe which will serve the entire seafront. The Strategy proposes a
number of schemes to mitigate the impacts of any public parking loss as a result of the
development which include the introduction of controlled parking along Gloucester
Road’s verges.



Regis Centre Site Redevelopment: The Seafront Strategy supports St Modwen
Properties’ plans to redevelop the Regis Centre site into the leisure heart of the town,
providing a new public space and leisure facilities.

2.7.3

This parking study includes a thorough assessment of the likely impacts of the above
mentioned proposed developments on town centre parking and presents, where required,
evidence based mitigation measures.

2.8
2.8.1

West Sussex County Council Integrated Parking Strategy (2004)
Put together as part of WSCC’s second LTP (2006-2011), the Integrated Parking Strategy
was initially developed to provide a consistent parking strategy which supports and
contributes towards achieving objectives set out in the LTP which included economic growth,
safety, enhancement of the natural and built environment and integration and accessibility.
However, the Strategy remains as the relevant policy document regarding parking in the
county with the current LTP (2011-2026) referencing it as the strategy which will be used to
manage on-street parking and loading bays to improve access to town and village centres,
as part of its long-term strategy for transport in the county.

2.8.2

The strategy provides local councils within the county a framework to develop policies which
are more suited to their local area. ‘Policies and principles’ outlined in the strategy document
are aimed at achieving the following:


Ensure parking management plans are consistent with policies to discourage car use;



Provide sufficient car parking spaces in town centres to maintain town centre viability
without compromising on the need to reduce car use;

2.8.3



Locate long-stay spaces in off-street car parks and



Optimise supply of conveniently locate short-stay on-street spaces; and



Improve effectiveness of on-street parking enforcement

Strategies and recommendations proposed as part of this Parking Study are consistent with
the objectives outlined above.
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3.1

3.1.1

Introduction
As part of this Parking Strategy review, an assessment of the existing parking situation in
Bognor Regis town centre has been conducted to provide a baseline to inform future parking
strategy for the area. This builds upon the methodology used in previous parking strategy
work undertaken by consultants PBA in 2009, in order to allow a direct comparison between
the two sets of data. This review includes an audit of both off-street car parks and on-street
parking in the town centre. This chapter outlines the baseline off-street parking situation in
the town centre and presents an analysis of parking utilisation based on ticket sales data
obtained from Arun District Council (ADC).

Data for the privately operated Morrisons car

park is currently not available, and this car park has been excluded from the analysis.
However, a commentary on elements of the operation of this car park has been provided
wherever possible, based on site observations.

3.2
3.2.1

Off-Street Parking Stock Capacities and Size
Figure 3.1 shows the location of Bognor Regis in the context of the surrounding area. The
analysis conducted focuses on key car parks within the town centre area which are operated
by ADC, and these car parks are highlighted in Figure 3.2 in Appendix A.

3.2.2

The main off-street car parks within the study area of Bognor Regis town centre are
managed by ADC, whilst on-street parking is currently managed by ADC on behalf of West
Sussex County Council. ADC has a total of 7 off-street car parks located within the town
centre. These, along with their respective capacities, are shown in Table 3.1. Off-street car
parks not managed by ADC have not been included in the study but, where possible, a
commentary on private car provision and their impact on any of ADC’s town centre parking
stock has been provided.
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Table 3.1 Car Park Capacity

Car Park

Public Parking

Disabled Parking

Spaces

Spaces

Fitzleet

367

343

24

Hothamton

215

201

14

Regis Centre

187

175

12

Gloucester Road

130

119

11

London Road

104

98

6

Lyon Street

66

61

5

Hotham Park

51

47

4

1120

1044

76

TOTAL

3.2.1

Capacity

As can be seen from the table, the car parks around the town centre vary in their size. In
total there are 1120 off-street car parking spaces in ADC’s town centre car parks, and this is
supplemented by approximately 175 short-stay spaces in the Morrison’s car park, comprising
150 public, 12 mother-&-toddler and 13 disabled spaces.

3.3
3.3.1

Tariffs
ADC’s off-street car parks are operated on a Pay-and-Display basis. The tariff structures of
the car parks assessed as part of this study are shown in Table 3.2, Table 3.3 and Table
3.4. As can be seen in Table 3.3, tariffs vary considerably across the non-seasonal parking
stock, from the cheapest hourly rate of £0.15/hour at the Fitzleet Multi-Storey Car Park
(MSCP) to £1.30/hour for a five-hour stay at the Regis Centre car park. Regarding long stay
parking, London Road offers the cheapest tariff of £1.50 for more than 2 hours, whilst Lyon
Street also offer less costly long stay parking than the remaining town centre car parks.

3.3.2

The Morrison’s store car park, which is within the town centre area, has a maximum stay of
2 hours with customers being offered free parking subject to a minimum spend of £10 in
store as of July 2012.
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Table 3.2 Tariffs3, Non-Seasonal Off-Street Car Parks

Car Park

0-2

1-2

2+

2-3

3-4

4+

hrs

hrs

hrs

hrs

hrs

hrs

-

£0.30

-

-

£1.65

£2.20

£5.00

Short Stay

Hothamton

£0.70

-

£1.40

-

£2.10

£2.80

£6.50

Short Stay

Regis Centre

£0.70

-

£1.40

-

£2.10

£2.80

£6.50

Short Stay

London Road

£0.50

-

£1.00

£1.50

-

Long Stay

Lyon Street

£1.05

-

£2.10

£3.20

-

Long Stay

Fitzleet

0-1 hr

Priced for

Table 3.3 Summer Tariffs3, Seasonal Off-Street Car Parks

Car Park
Hotham Park
Gloucester Road

Spaces

0-1 hr

1-4 hrs

4+ hrs

51

£1.00

£3.00

£6.00

130

£1.00

£3.00

£6.00

Table 3.4 Winter Tariffs3, Seasonal Off-Street Car Parks

Car Park
Hotham Park
Gloucester Road

3.3.3

Spaces

0-1 hr

1-2 hrs

2+ hrs

51

£0.60

£1.20

£2.40

130

£0.60

£1.20

£2.40

It can be seen in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, that the seasonal car parks, Gloucester Road
and Hotham Park, have variable tariff structures reflecting changes in demand during the
winter and summer periods. Parking charges in these car parks are raised by between 66% –
150% in the summer months.

Tariffs for these two car parks range from a rate of

£0.60/hour for short stay in the winter to £1.20/hour for a five-hour stay in the summer.
3.3.4
3.3.5
3.3.6

Table 3.5 shows a comparison of Bognor Regis’ town centre car parking tariffs with 10 other
coastal tourist and holiday towns along the south and east coast of England. Prices shown
are the average cost for the time period shown across town centre car parks, irrespective of
whether they have long or short-stay tariffs. A full list of tariffs for each town is provided in
Appendix B.

3

Tariffs valid from April 2010 to date
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Table 3.5

Average Cost of Parking in Comparable Coastal Towns

Town

Average Cost of Parking by Duration
Up to

Up to 2

Up to 3

Up to 4

1Hr

Hrs

Hrs

Hrs

All Day

Great Yarmouth

£0.70

£1.40

£2.10

£2.80

£3.50

Littlehampton

£1.00

£3.00

£3.00

£3.00

£6.00

Chichester

£0.96

£2.00

£2.93

£4.70

£8.87

Sidmouth

£1.00

£2.00

£3.00

-

-

Lymington

£0.80

£1.53

£2.20

£3.10

£5.30

Cromer

£1.07

£1.93

£2.80

-

£5.00

Kingsbridge

£0.86

£1.72

£2.58

£3.44

£5.80

Worthing

£1.44

£2.83

£3.23

£4.97

£9.22

Lyme Regis

£1.00

£1.80

£3.00

£3.50

£7.00

Eastbourne

£1.80

£2.05

£2.90

£4.07

£10.25

Bognor Regis

£0.75

£1.74

£2.36

£2.64

£4.96

* Based on tariffs at car parks near/in the town centre and valid as of August 2012.
3.3.7

In general, parking in Bognor Regis town centre appears to be competitively priced, with
charges for all parking durations being in the lowest quartile when compared with the other
10 coastal towns.

The table shows that, on average, Bognor Regis offers the lowest cost

parking for four-hour durations and the second lowest for one-hour and all-day durations.

3.4
3.4.1

Off-Street Car Parks
This section describes the various ADC off-street car parks within the town centre. Ticket
sales data referenced in this section is provided in Appendix C of this document, along with
the revenue generated.
Fitzleet MSCP

3.4.2

The Fitzleet car park is the largest car park within
Bognor Regis town centre (385 spaces including 24
disabled spaces) and also the only one that is multi-
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storey. Spaces are distributed across eight levels with a lift and stairs core provided on the
eastern face and stair cores on the western side of the car park. The car park is located over
the top of the Morrisons store and adjacent to the store’s own surface car park.
3.4.3

Vehicular access to the car park is via a spur from Queensway with a narrow ramped access
to the first level over the top of Morrisons. Egress is via a second spur to Queensway, again
with a tight ramped exit emerging adjacent to a pedestrian route to the immediate north of
the food-store. The layout within the car park is relatively unconstrained, albeit with tight
circulation ramps.

3.4.4

Ticket sales data shows that the ticket sales in relation to spaces in this car park are
relatively low. 94% of people who used this car park throughout 2011-2012 bought a ticket
to stay for up to 2 hours, which is the shortest amount of time that can be purchased. Only
3% stayed for 2-3 hours with 2% staying for 3-4 hours and only 1% more than 4 hours.

3.4.5

At the beginning of December 2011, ADC introduced a pilot scheme whereby users of the
Fitzleet car park can park for two hours free of charge on purchase of a parking disk from
local retail outlets. The purchase price of the disc is £1.00, which entitles the user to two
hours’ free parking on any day the scheme is operation. This pilot, originally scheduled to
operate until December 2012, has now been extended to December 2013.
Regis Centre

3.4.6

The Regis Centre surface car park is located adjacent to the Regis Centre on the seafront
within a short walk of the main town centre and pier, and immediately opposite the beach. It
can therefore be considered to offer convenient parking for users of the High Street as well
as the seafront.

The car park is a largely open bound surface car park with 196 spaces

including 11 disabled parking bays. The main entrance and exit to the car park is located on
Belmont Street with pedestrian permeability being possible from all directions. An additional
entry and exit is located on Clarence Road.
3.4.7

Ticket sales data show that the Regis Centre has a
high volume of ticket sales throughout the year
and this provides a strong income stream. The
turnover of spaces is relatively high as the car park
is well used. Ticket sales data shows that duration
of stay in this car park is generally short, with
nearly 50% of all visitors staying for up to one hour
throughout the year and a further 33% parking for
up to two hours, suggesting that the majority of
users are visiting the town centre rather than the
seafront.
Gloucester Road

3.4.8

Gloucester Road car park is a surface car park situated in close proximity to the seafront at
the eastern end of the Esplanade and consists of two sections: one with marked bays (130
spaces) and the other an unmarked overflow area with an approximate capacity of 50
spaces. There is no differentiation in charging between the two sections. This car park is
affected by seasonality with a significant number of people using the car park as day visitors
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to the facilities at neighbouring Butlin’s or to take part in water-sports, using the local
slipway.
3.4.9

The section of the car park with marked bays is laid to bound surface whilst the other section
is loose bound. Access and egress to the car park is from a spur off Gloucester Road.
Gloucester Road feeds into the Esplanade for journeys to the west, and the High Street
leading to Upper Bognor Road for journeys north of Bognor Regis.

3.4.10

There are no defined pedestrian routes within the car park and access and egress to the car
park for pedestrians is via the seafront/Esplanade or the spur from Gloucester Road.

3.4.11

Ticket sales data for this car park shows that seasonality plays a part in its usage, which
would tie into the fact that this car park is located close to the seafront and away from the
main shopping areas and therefore more suited for leisure use.

3.4.12

It should be noted that during the course of this study this car park was partially occupied by
plant associated with construction works taking place on the adjacent Butlin’s site. Only 60
spaces were available for use in the marked section and many of these were occupied by
building contractor vehicles.
Hothamton

3.4.13

Hothamton surface car park, consisting of 209 spaces (including 13 disabled bays), is one of
the larger and more central car parks in the town centre. The car park’s primary access is
from Queensway with a secondary access from Steyne Street. Egress is only onto
Queensway. The parking area is notionally split into two sections by a central planted area.
The car park is located just to the west of the Fitzleet MSCP but is more visible and
welcoming than the multi-storey car park.

3.4.14

Pedestrian access is principally along the central spine between Queensway and Steyne
Street but there is reasonable permeability around the boundaries of the car park. There are
no defined walkways within the parking area.

3.4.15

Ticket sales data indicate a high turnover of parking spaces at Hothamton car park. This is
supported by duration of stay data which suggests that the large majority of users
throughout the year are short stay (45%), buying tickets often for only up to an hour.

3.4.16

The high turnover of this car park may reflect its location close to one of the strategic routes
into the town centre. When driving into the town centre from the west this would be one of
the first car parks reached.
Lyon Street

3.4.17

Lyon Street surface car park, with a capacity of 65
spaces, is the second smallest car park (after
Hotham Park) within Bognor Regis town centre, but
also one of the most centrally located. Turnover is
relatively low considering the small size of the car
park and its central location. 58% of users stay for
more than 2 hours with 14% staying for 1-2 hours
and 28% staying for up to an hour. Access and
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egress is via the one-way street of Lyon Street. The car park is located a short distance from
the train station and there is a short footpath link directly from the car park towards the
main retail centre.
3.4.18

At the beginning of December 2011, ADC introduced a pilot scheme whereby users of the
Lyon Street car park can park for two hours free of charge on purchase of a parking disk
from local retail outlets. The purchase price of the disc is £1.00, which entitles the user to
two hours’ free parking on any day the scheme is operation. This pilot, originally scheduled
to operate until December 2012, has now been extended to December 2013.
Hotham Park

3.4.19

Hotham Park car park is a surface car park situated just off Upper Bognor Road, slightly
further out of the main town centre than the other car parks being surveyed. Ticket sales
data for this 51 space car park shows that seasonality plays a part in its usage, which can be
attributed to the fact that people who use the car park are mostly using it to access the park
for leisure purposes. The car park is also close to the University of Chichester campus and is
known to be used by visitors to the college when there is no available on-site parking.

3.4.20

Access to the car park is directly from the roundabout with the A259 Upper Bognor Road and
High Street. This junction is frequently congested.

3.4.21

Pedestrian access to the car park is either from within Hotham Park or via the vehicular
entrance.
London Road

3.4.22

London Road car park is formed of two parking areas and incorporates both car and
coach/lorry parking separated by a brick wall to form an area of car park to the south and a
coach and lorry park to the north. The car parking area is accessed from London Road with
the coach and lorry park accessed from the A259 Hotham Way. In total there are 104 car
parking spaces in the southern area of parking.

3.4.23

Analysis of parking data for the London Road car
park excludes that of the coach/lorry park. Ticket
sales data for this car park would appear to show a
very low turnover, possibly reflecting the fact that it
is perceived to be relatively remote from the town
centre. However it should be noted that the actual
walking distance from this car park to the main high
street is only relatively short (500 metres/ 6.5
minutes).

3.4.24

A school is located adjacent to London Road car park, and anecdotal evidence suggests that
at peak school hours (08:00-09:00 and 15:00-16:00) the car park is close to capacity from
people coming to drop-off or pick-up their children. Ticket sales data suggests that the
majority of these people, who are only in the car park for 5-20 minutes, do not purchase a
ticket, although we are advised by the Council that this is an agreed concession.
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Morrisons
3.4.25

Morrisons car park is located next to the Fitzleet MSCP and has a total capacity of 175 car
parking spaces which includes 12 disabled and 12 parent-and-child parking spaces. The car
park is also close to the main shopping High Street with access and egress points leading
onto Queensway. Observations made from a site visit on Thursday the 27th of August 2012
suggests that the car park is underutilised for most times throughout the day with users
being mostly shoppers visiting Morrisons supermarket.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that

this under-utilisation is associated with the revised tariff structure introduced by Morrisons in
May 2011.

3.5
3.5.1

Access Routes
Access routes to the car parks are shown in Figure 3.2 in Appendix A along with the main
through and local highway routes in Bognor Regis.

3.5.2

Although Hothamton and Fitzleet car parks are amongst the most centrally located, they are
slightly difficult to access from the north, south (seafront) and east due to the one-way
street system in place on the minor road links within the town centre. Lyon Street car park,
on the other, is relatively easy to access with direct routes from the seafront via the The
Esplanade and Lyon Street and from the east and north via Upper Bognor Road and High
Street.

3.5.3

Gloucester Road and Regis Centre car parks, the nearest to the seafront can be accessed
easily off Gloucester Road and The Esplanade from the A259 (Upper Bognor Road), a
strategic road link in Arun. London Road and Hotham Park car parks, located north of the
main town centre area are also fairly easy to access from the A259 (Upper Bognor Road).

3.6
3.6.1

Parking Permits
Parking permits can be purchased for the car parks at London Road, Regis Centre,
Hothamton and Lyon Street. These are monthly or annual permits which can be valid for five
or seven days per week.

3.6.2

Annual season tickets can also be purchased for Fitzleet MSCP at a significantly reduced cost
over permits for other off-street car parks. These permits are valid for seven days per week
and allow parking in car park level 3 or higher only.

3.6.3

Parking permits at the two car parks with seasonal tariffs, i.e. Gloucester Road and Hotham
Park can be purchased for the summer period (April–September) and winter period (OctoberMarch).

3.7
3.7.1

Disc Parking Pilot Scheme
At the beginning of December 2011, ADC introduced a pilot scheme whereby users of the
Lyon Street and Fitzleet car parks can park for two hours free of charge on purchase of a
parking disc from local retail outlets. The purchase price of the disc is £1.00, which entitles
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the user to two hours’ free parking on any day the scheme is operation. This pilot, originally
scheduled to operate until December 2012, has been extended to December 2013.

Spot

counts conducted on a selected number of working days in June 2012 suggest that disc users
make up a substantial chunk of the total number of drivers using Lyon Street and Fitzleet car
parks. The proportions observed are shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Disc, Permit and Disabled Badge Use at Fitzleet and Lyon Street

Parked

3.7.2

Permit

Pay and

Disabled Badge

Car Park

Cars

Disc Users

Holders

Display

Holders

Fitzleet

3729

1664 (45%)

1059 (28%)

818 (22%)

188 (5%)

Lyon Street

2160

537 (25%)

67 (3%)

398 (18%)

57 (3%)

Ticket data analysis undertaken as part of this study does not take account of parking permit
purchases, disabled badge usage and parking disc usage as the required detailed month-onmonth data has not been made available.

3.8
3.8.1

Off-Street Parking Ticket Data Analysis
Ticket sales data for the off-street car parks within the study area were obtained from Arun
District Council and analysed in order to understand the following:
a) Ticket sales by car park in total and by space;
b) Approximate utilisation of spaces;
c)

Duration of Stay; and

d) Seasonal variations, if any.
3.8.2

The available data covers the two year period between April 2010 and March 2012, however
data for a number of dates within the two year period were incomplete. Key assessments
have been carried out for the period April 2011 to March 2012, but data for London Road and
Lyon Street car parks were incomplete for January and December months. Estimates for
each of these months were obtained using trends and proportions from the previous year.

3.9
3.9.1

Ticket Sales by Car Park
Figure 3.1 Ticket Sales, April 2011 - March 2012 below shows the monthly total sales for
each car park and indicates periods of high and low patronage. This provides a good
illustration of variations in parking stock usage throughout the year.

3.9.2

Ticket sales for the busiest car parks were fairly consistent across the year, all showing
undulating profiles representing expected seasonal variations. Gloucester Road recorded a
marked peak in ticket sales in August whilst Hotham Park experienced its peak in May,
although it also recorded a high figure in August. This is in line with the seasonal nature of
activity in these car parks due to their close proximity to leisure facilities. The Regis Centre
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recorded a significant rise in sales in December and January after a substantial dip in
November.
3.9.3

Following the introduction of the disc parking pilot at Fitzleet and Lyon Street, ticket sales at
Fitzleet dropped off significantly, with a fall in sales in December followed by further falls in
January and February.

The reduction in sales at Lyon Street was less marked but this is

likely to be a reflection of the car park’s smaller size.
Figure 3.1 Ticket Sales, April 2011 - March 2012

3.9.4

Table 3.7 also shows, for each car park, the number of tickets sold during the peak month
as well as that for the month which had the least sales.
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Table 3.7 Ticket sales range by car park (April 2011 to March 2012)

Car Park

Minimum Ticket

Average

Annual

Sales (Month)

Sales (Month)

Ticket

Ticket

Sales

Sales

Hothamton

14968 (July)

9853 (February)

12182

146183

Regis Centre

15680 (July)

9742 (November)

13763

165158

17767 (October)

7628 (May)

13477

161718

4456 (August)

984 (November)

2390

28680

London Road

3496 (July)

276 (April)

2376

28507

Hotham Park

4126 (May)

624 (December)

1941

23293

Lyon Street

2076 (July)

1174 (February)

1682

20181

Fitzleet
Gloucester Road

3.9.5

Maximum Ticket

As can be seen in Table 3.7, the Regis Centre car park has the highest average ticket sales
across the year with Fitzleet having the second highest. Lyon Street car park recorded the
lowest average ticket sales. This is largely due to its small capacity compared to the rest of
the parking stock. Hotham Park’s average ticket sales being higher than Lyon Street can be
attributed to high ticket sales at Hotham Park in the summer months of May and Aug (which
is in line with its close proximity to Hotham Park).

3.9.6

In terms of total annual ticket sales, again, Regis Centre car park recorded the highest figure
followed by Fitzleet with Lyon Street having the lowest annual ticket sales. Low ticket sales
at Gloucester Road car park is largely due to a high proportion of tickets sold over the study
being long-stay tickets. This is in line what is expected at any car park located close to
leisure facilities.

3.9.7

London Road car park recorded the largest percentage variation with its peak, occurring in
August, being approximately 11 times greater than its April low.

3.9.8

Table 3.8 shows the percentage variation for the summer and winter periods for the April
2011 to March 2012 period. For the purposes of this study, April-September was considered
to be the summer period with October-March being the winter period. Total summer ticket
sales across the entire parking stock within the study area saw a 20% increase compared to
winter ticket sales. Hotham Park and Gloucester Road car parks recorded the two largest
percentage variations with a 114% and 48% increase respectively in summer sales
compared to winter sales. This is mainly due to the seasonal nature of these two car parks.
Excluding the two highly seasonal car parks, the percentage variation between summer and
winter sales for the entire parking stock within the study area is approximately 15%.
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Table 3.8 Ticket Sales Comparison, Summer v Winter

3.10
3.10.1

Car Park

April to Sep

Oct to March

Variance

Hotham Park

15880

7413

114%

Gloucester Road

17111

11569

48%

Lyon Street

11502

8679

33%

Fitzleet

88495

73224

21%

London Road

15372

13135

17%

Regis Centre

88683

76475

16%

Hothamton

75345

70838

6%

Total (with Gloucester and Hotham)

312388

261333

20%

Total (without Gloucester and Hotham)

279397

242351

15%

Ticket Sales per Space
In order to get an understanding of parking turnover at each car park, ticket sales per
parking space for each car park has been calculated using the following:
Total ticket sales for each month ÷ Number of parking spaces

3.10.2

Although this does not provide a complete picture of utilisation at each car park, it gives an
indication of how busy the car parks are in comparison with each other. The higher the
figure, the busier the car park is.

3.10.3

Figure 3.2 shows the ticket sales per parking space for each car park throughout April
2011 to March 2012.

3.10.4

According to the ticket sales data, the Regis Centre car park recorded the highest ticket sales
per space across the year making it the busiest of the 7 car parks in the study area.
Although Fitzleet car park sold more tickets than Hothamton car park as shown in Figure
3.1 Ticket Sales, April 2011 - March 2012, Hothamton recorded higher monthly ticket sales
per space figures. This clearly indicates that the high ticket sales figures recorded by Fitzleet
car park are purely due to its size rather than how busy it is. Gloucester Road recorded the
lowest ticket sales per space out of all the car parks within the study area, and this is
commensurate with the longer parking durations purchased at this site.
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Figure 3.2 Ticket Sales per Space

3.10.5

Table 3.9 shows the average ticket sales per space across the year for each car park
Table 3.9 Average Ticket Sales per Space

Car Park

Across the

Summer

Winter

Year
Regis Centre

74

79

68

Hothamton

57

58

55

Hotham Park

38

52

24

Fitzleet

37

40

33

Lyon Street

25

29

22

London Road

23

25

21

Gloucester Road

18

22

15
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Revenue by Car Park
Revenue generated by each car park for the study period has been calculated using tariffs
provided in Table 3.2, Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. The results are summarised graphically in
Figure 3.3. Regis Centre and Hothamton account for a substantial proportion of overall
parking income for Bognor Regis, and this is due to the large number of ticket sales as well
as the pricing structure. Although Fitzleet recorded high ticket sales, the relatively
inexpensive tariff structure in place at the car park reduces its contribution to the overall
revenue generated. Peak sales recorded by Gloucester Road car park show it to provide a
high percentage contribution to parking revenue in the summer.

Figure 3.3 Monthly Revenue, April 2011 to March 2012

3.12
3.12.1

Car Park Utilisation
In order to gain further understanding of the use profile (utilisation) of the parking stock in
the study area, an assessment has been conducted of the percentage of “space hours” sold
each month at the car parks. The term “space hours” refers to the total number of hours that
can be sold at each car park during its operational hours, and this has been calculated using
the following formula:
Number of parking spaces × operating hours × days per month

3.12.2

In the absence of detailed parking duration data for the parking stock in the study area,
utilisation has been calculated and presented as a range representing the upper and lower
boundaries of possible utilisation levels at each car park. Ticket sales for the tariff operational
periods at each car park were used to calculate the “space hours” sold at each car park. The
maximum and minimum boundaries of “space hours” likely to have been sold each month for
each car park was determined using the following fomula:
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∑ (tickets sold for tariff operational duration × minimum/maximum parking duration possible
for tariff operational duration)
3.12.3

This assessment provides an estimation of car park utilisation as the length of time sold at
each car park is considered rather than a count of tickets sold. However, it should be noted
here that this assessment does not take account of permit holders, season ticket usage and
free parking offered at any car park, all of which will impact on the total available space
hours of supply.

3.12.4

Figure 3.4 presents the estimated maximum car park utilisation that could have been
experienced at each car park, during the study period, based on available ticket sales data.

3.12.5

Although exact levels of utilisation at each car park are not available, the estimated range
per car park provided in the table gives an indication of the maximum utilisation levels that
could have been recorded for each car park based on monthly ticket sales data for the study
period. Detailed car park utilisation data is provided in Appendix D.

3.12.6

As seen in Figure 3.4, with the exception of October, Lyon Street is the only car park
showing a fairly consistent high percentage of utilisation across the year with over 50% takeup of available space hours throughout the year. As is observed in the ticket sales per space
analysis conducted in earlier sections of this chapter, low take-up of available space hours
were experienced at Fitzleet throughout the study period. Although a substantial number of
users of Fitzleet are permit holders (as shown in Table 3.6), the low take-up indicated in
Figure 3.4 is consistent with observations from a site visit in August 2012 (discussed further
in section 3.7.9) which highlighted the car park as being consistently underutilised
throughout the day. Gloucester Road and London Road car parks show a high take-up of
space hours in August. This is consistent with the high levels of patronage experienced at
leisure facilities located close to these car parks in the peak summer period.

Figure 3.4 Approximate Maximum Utilisation Based on Ticket Sales Data
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Car Park Occupancy
Although the analysis of space hours sold at each car park provides some indication of
utilisation across the parking stock, it does not account for use by permit holders, disabled
badge use and other forms of concessions such as the disc parking scheme. In the absence
of detailed month-on-month parking data showing the number of cars entering and leaving
each car park daily, an hourly and a 90-minute parking beat survey were carried out at each
car park on Thursday the 23rd of August 2012 and Saturday 1st September 2012
respectively. These surveys provided a snap shot of parking accumulation experienced in the
peak summer months. The results of the surveys are provided in Appendix E. It must be
stressed here that the results of the survey are only indicative and might have been affected
by other unknown factors not accounted for in the discussions below.

3.13.2

Peak occupancies recorded are broadly in line with the results of the analysis of take-up of
space hours based on ticket sales data - this indicated high utilisations in the peak summer
month of August at car parks which are located close to leisure facilities. The only anomaly
appears to be London Road car park which recorded unexpected low peak occupancy of 49%
on one of the two survey days (Saturday 1st September 2012).

Although the weekend

survey was conducted on the first day in September, observations made on the day would be
comparable to what would be experienced on a typical weekend in August due to the survey
day being only a day after the last day in August with weather conditions being similar to
that experienced in August. Table 3.10, Table 3.11 and Figure 3.5 show peak occupancy
observed at each car park on the two survey days.
Table 3.10 Observed Peak Occupancies on 23 August, 2012

Car Park

Capacity (spaces)

Peak Occupancy

Time of Day

130

139% (181 cars)*

1354

Hotham Park

51

102% (52 cars)**

1300

London Road

104

96% (100 cars)**

1210 & 1410

66

92% (61 cars)

1347

Regis Centre

187

92% (172 cars)

1342

Hothamton

215

58% (124 cars)

1320

Fitzleet

367

47% (173 cars)

1225

Gloucester Road

Lyon Street

*Gloucester Road appears to be over capacity due to cars parked on the adjoining empty
land being included in the parking beat. Peak occupancy without taking account of the
overspill would be a 100%.
**Observed peak occupancy might be higher than usual as a family event was being held at
Hotham Park on the survey day.
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Table 3.11 Observed Peak Occupancies on 01 September 2012

Capacity
Car Park

(Spaces)

Peak Occupancy

Time of Day

Gloucester Road

130

146% (190 cars)*

1445

Regis Centre

187

97% (182 cars)

1330

Lyon Street

66

91% (60 cars)

1035

Hotham Park

51

82% (42 cars)

1440

Hothamton

215

68% (147 cars)

1212

Fitzleet

367

56% (205 cars)

1220

London Road

104

49% (51 cars)

1305 & 1445

*Gloucester Road appears to be over capacity due to cars parked on the adjoining empty
land being included in the parking beat. Peak occupancy without taking account of the
overspill would be a 100%.
Figure 3.5 Observed Peak Occupancy in Comparison with Car Park Capacity
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As shown in Table 3.10 and Table 3.11, with the exception of Hothamton, Fitzleet and in
the case of the weekend survey, London Road, high peak occupancy figures were recorded
on the survey days across the parking stock with peak occupancies ranging from 92-102%
on the weekday and 82-100% at the weekend, i.e. either close to their theoretical
operational capacity or fully occupied. Fitzleet was the only car park that recorded low peak
occupancy relative to the other car parks on both survey days, with parking floor levels 6
and 7 identified as being particularly underutilised on both survey days.

3.13.4

Gloucester Road was the most utilised car park operating at full capacity at several times of
the day on both survey days. This can be attributed to patronage received from day visitors
to Butlin’s as well as visitors to the town’s seafront. Hotham Park and London Road recorded
high peak occupancy levels of 102% and 96% respectively on the weekday parking beat
survey (23 August 2012). However, these might have been positively skewed by visitors
attending a family event held at Hotham Park during the survey period. This is evident when
compared with peak occupancies recorded during the weekend survey day (01 September
2012) with London Road experiencing a big dip from 96% on the Thursday to 49% on the
Saturday. It must be stressed here that London Road’s low peak occupancy might have been
due to other unknown factors.

3.13.5

From the survey data, Hothamton appears to be used more at weekends than on weekdays
with peak high peak occupancy of 82% being recorded on the Saturday and only 58%
recorded on the Thursday.

3.13.6

Across the parking stock, peak occupancy was experienced between 1200 and 1500 hrs on
both survey days with Lyon Street car park being the only exception experiencing peak
occupancy on the Saturday.

3.14
3.14.1

Parking Durations Sold and Seasonal Variations
A review of ticket sales data for each tariff period has been conducted to gain an
understanding of the balance of stay at each car park. Ticket sales have been broken down
into two seasons, summer (April to September) and winter (October to March) to reflect
seasonal variations. The duration of stay at each car park, for the summer and winter
periods, are provided in Appendix F.

3.14.2

As shown by the charts in the appendix, regardless of the time of year, the large majority of
ticket sales at the Hothamton, Fitzleet and Regis Centre car parks are for shorter stays (up
to 2 hours). This is expected as these three car parks are mainly used for retail or short-term
business parking. Gloucester Road recorded a large majority of longer stay sales over
summer and winter: this is in line with expected ticket sales due to its close proximity to
leisure facilities.

3.14.3

At the London Road car park a large majority of its users stayed up to 1 hour in the winter
and 0-2 hours in the summer. Lyon Street car park on the other hand recorded a large
majority of short stay tickets (up to 2 hour) in the summer and a large majority of long stay
tickets (over 2 hours) in the winter.

3.14.4

Hotham Park is the only car park showing results different from what might be predicted for
one closely associated with a recreational park. In the summer, a large proportion of ticket
sales (65%) were short stay tickets (up to 1 hour) whiles in the winter a large proportion
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(54%) were for over an hour’s parking. This is however, in relation to a comparatively low
base volume of sales.

3.15
3.15.1

Ticket Sales Analysis Summary
Using ticket sales data provided by ADC, an indication of utilisation at the various off-street
car parks within the study area has been gained.

3.15.2

Hothamton and the Regis Centre car parks are shown to have similar patterns of usage, with
a high turnover and a large amount of short stay parking. Hotham Park and Gloucester Road
car parks are affected by seasonality, experiencing low sales in winter and higher in the
summer. This was borne out by parking beat surveys conducted in on August and early
September which indicated high peak occupancies at these car parks in the summer. Hotham
Park and Gloucester Road car parks are more remote from the town centre and are
principally seen as leisure car parks.

3.15.3

London Road car park shows low turnover and low usage from ticket sales but anecdotal
evidence suggests its use is masked by non-paying custom during school pick-up and dropoff. It is likely that London Road is under-utilised at times due to the location of the car park
being perceived to be out of the town centre, however in reality this is not the case.

3.15.4

Lyon Street has a very central location, providing good links to the High Street. However the
low turnover is suggestive of longer stay, which is evident from the high number of long stay
ticket sales in the winter. This observation is further strengthened by results from the
parking beat surveys which show medium to high occupancy levels (67% to 92%) across the
two survey periods, at the car park.

3.15.5

The introduction of the disc parking pilot at Fitzleet and Lyon Street has resulted in a
significant drop in ticket sales at Fitzleet, with a fall in sales in December followed by further
falls in January and February. The reduction in sales at Lyon Street was less marked but this
is likely to be a reflection of the car park’s smaller size. Indicative data (obtained from spot
counts in June 2012) suggests that parking disc users appear to makeup approximately 25%
and 45% of overall users at Lyon Street and Fitzleet car parks respectively. We are advised
that the ticket sales reduction trend has continued, particularly in respect of Fitzleet.
However, associated studies still show that there is available cpapcity within the Fitzleet car
park in particular.

3.15.6

Estimates of utilisation indicate that with the exception of Lyon Street car park, the average
maximum utilisation across the year for all car parks was below 50% indicating spare
capacity of 50% or more across the parking stock for much of the year. Parking surveys
conducted in August and early September suggest that there is spare capacity at a number
of the town centre car parks with Hothamton and Fitzleet car parks being poorly utilised.
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On-street Parking
4.1

4.1.1

Parking Controls
On-street parking in Bognor Regis town centre is managed by use of a Controlled Parking
Zone which extends from the B2166 Argyle Road/Canada Grove in the west to Gloucester
Road in the east, and extends northwards to take in residential roads to the north and east
of Bognor Regis rail station.

4.1.2

The controls in place within the zone allow parking by residents and their visitors and by the
general public through the provision of public, residents and visitors and shared-use parking
bays. Restrictions are in place between the hours of 9am and 5pm Monday to Saturday and
provide:


Parking for residents and their visitors using parking
permits;



Shared use parking with two hours’ maximum stay for
non-permit holders; and



Public voucher and pay-&-display parking with a one
hour maximum stay.

4.1.3

The locations for on-street parking and the relevant restriction
is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.1.4

The voucher and pay-&-display spaces are primarily provided along the Esplanade but there
are also a number of spaces on Sudley Road and Belmont Street which provide convenient
parking for town centre shopping areas. Spaces are also provided on Waterloo Square for
visitors to the pier and adjacent green space.

4.1.5

Shared use parking is mainly provided towards the eastern and western extents of the town
centre, in residential roads close to the seafront. These locations also provide residents only
parking in order to ensure sufficient dedicated parking space for residents of the town.

4.2
4.2.1

Parking Permit Sales
Arun District Council have provided parking permit sales data for the Controlled Parking Zone
area which identifies the parking capacity of residential and shared-use spaces on a streetby-street basis and the number of permits issued. The data provided shows the number of
residential permits issued per street against the parking capacity available to permit holders
in each street, thereby identifying the levels of demand for permits and any excess capacity.

4.2.2

Unsurprisingly, the level of demand for permits varies, with streets with the highest density
of residential properties having the greatest demand. In these areas the number of permit
sales can exceed the capacity of the street, and some residents will be forced to park further
away from their homes as a result. However, taken as a whole, the town centre controlled
parking zone shows a surplus of capacity over the demand for residents parking permits of
385 spaces, meaning that 38% of capacity could be made available for town centre visitors.
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Non-residential permits are also available for business users, and the take-up of these
permits is such that 73.5% of available non-residential permit capacity is used.

4.2.4

Data on the usage of voucher parking and pay-&-display spaces has not been made
available, but observations have shown public on-street parking areas to be well used but
with some spare capacity for much of the time.

The use of seafront parking spaces in

particular is dependent on seasonal aspects, with high levels of usage being seen in the
summer months when weather conditions are good.

4.3
4.3.1

Areas of Parking Pressure
Site observations have given an indication of the
streets with the highest level of parking pressure,
and these appear to be the residential streets on the
east and western sides of the Controlled Parking
Zone which are closest to the seafront.

4.3.2

The streets to the west are older and fronted by
terraced properties which do not have off-street
parking options.

The roads are narrow in places,

and parking activity in these areas can make
manoeuvring difficult for through vehicles. Properties on the eastern side of the town are
generally newer, with blocks of apartments being the primary generator of parking pressure
here.
4.3.3

Closer to the main shopping area, Lyon Street also suffers from parking pressure both from
resident's and short-stay visitors to the town centre.

4.3.4

Pay-&-display parking areas along the Esplanade provide approximately 155 spaces along its
length between the pier and Gloucester Road car park, and these experience high levels of
demand during the summer months. This pressure is only likely to increase if the Gloucester
Road car park is lost to development.

4.3.5

Shared use parking in the residential areas to the north of the CPZ area is generally well
used, particularly on London Road and Spencer Street. Residential demand in these areas is
variable, with London Road and Glamis Street subject to a full demand for permits but with
other streets having spare residential capacity.

4.4
4.4.1

Summary
On-street parking is provided throughout Bognor Regis town centre apart from along the
High Street, which is currently closed to traffic except for buses. Where on-street parking is
provided, opportunities to maximise the number of spaces have been taken in an effort to
ensure an adequate level supply for town centre residents and visitors.

4.4.2

Areas of the town centre with higher numbers of residential properties come under the
greatest levels of parking pressure but, in general, an adequate level of on-street parking is
provided to meet demand, with short-stay parking provided close to the town’s shopping
area and longer durations provided for along the Esplanade.
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Stakeholder Consultation
5.1

5.1.1

Approach
As part of the strategy review, discussions were organised with key stakeholders, including
local interest groups as follows:


Arun DC and WSCC elected Members



Interest Groups including (The Civic Society, Brighter Bognor, Federation of Small
Businesses)


5.1.2

Officers of Arun DC

Two consultation sessions were organised in Bognor Town Hall on the 13th and 26th of
September. The outcome of the data analysis was presented to the attendees and their view
on the future of parking provision in Bognor Regis town centre was sought.

5.1.3

The outcome of the consultations can be summarised under two distinct categories: The first
includes the views of the elected Members and the second those of the Civic Society. It is
noted that there was a sizable number of no-responses or non-attendances. Details along
with a full list of consultees invited to attend the 2 workshops are included in Appendix G.

5.2
5.2.1

Elected Members
The elected Members were broadly of a common view that there had been a long period of
inertia in the Town and that the parking and wider transport issues needed to be given a
priority given the current development pressures. There was a feeling that the previous work
undertaken on the parking strategy had some good points but that, for various reasons,
these had not been progressed.

5.2.2

An important theme was an emphasis on the need to be mindful of Bognor Regis’ unique
situation in terms of its geography, local climate, economic and retail position within the
County.

5.2.3

The effectiveness of the free parking scheme was discussed and there was concern about the
difficulty in obtaining data on the entry/exit volumes. The inter-relationship of the off-street
regime with the on-street regulations and the wider transport strategy for the town was
highlighted.

Proposals currently under consultation on traffic circulation and access were

raised, with the current part closure of the High Street considered to be a relatively
ineffective measure.
5.2.4

Options for introducing echelon parking along the seafront side of the Esplanade were
discussed. Our assessment of how much additional parking capacity this arrangement could
provide suggests that this could potentially provide up to 55% more parking on this side of
the street to accommodate additional future demand or potential loss of off-street space.

5.2.5

Overall, there was a consensus that future development should not lead to a sizeable
reduction in overall parking levels in the Town, in order to ensure that visitors are able to
find convenient parking in the future.
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Options to accommodate high exceptional levels of summer demand through overspill
parking provision were discussed. There is a relative dearth of available land for this type of
parking provision. Options for underground parking have been examined in the past,
however these were considered to be cost-prohibitive, especially given the nature and depth
of the water table.

5.2.7

The use of peripheral car parks such as London Road and Hotham Park was discussed. It was
felt that using these as alternatives to the more immediate town centre car parks was not a
viable proposition for the majority of visitors to the town. The walk to the shopping areas
was too long and they are not convenient for the seafront.

5.2.8

The condition of the parking assets in the town was discussed. There was a feeling that a
number of these were reaching a point were replacement will be essential.

This included

signage, pay & display equipment, the condition of the car parks (especially the Fitzleet
multi-storey) and the lack of an adequate direction signing strategy. The use of VMS to
ensure more effective space utilisation was considered essential. The difficulty of navigating
the town centre and choosing an appropriate parking location was highlighted – especially
where this concerned first time visitors.
5.2.9

The need to review and harmonise the on-street parking regime was highlighted, with
particular concern expressed about the inconsistency of regulations.

5.3
5.3.1

The Civic Society
The Civic Society highlighted the nature of their concerns and the history of their campaigns
with regards to the parking situation in Bognor Regis. One of the key themes emerging from
the discussion was the perception that there was a divide between the way policy was
pursued in Littlehampton relative to Bognor Regis. Rightly or wrongly there is a view that
Littlehampton is favoured when it comes to parking issues.

5.3.2

Significant emphasis has been placed on the provision of free parking as a regeneration
measure. There is a view that the ability to leverage revenue from the car parks in ways
other than ticketing has not been adequately explored (potentially through advertising
initiatives). The Civic Society has a strong view that free parking would encourage more
visitors to the Town Centre during the “winter” season. It is seen as a regeneration measure
in its own right.

5.3.3

The current free scheme was praised, and it was noted that some local business had
reported increased footfalls. We have requested for further evidence of this to support the
case.

5.3.4

The condition of the car-parks and facilities was considered to be inadequate. Once again
Fitzleet was highlighted as being particularly problematic, particularly its ambience, ease of
use, cleanliness and security.

5.3.5

The operation of the part closure of the High Street was seen as ineffective. The proposals
for the seafront were not commented on in detail but there was a feeling that its ability to
absorb town centre parking would be limited by distance and weather related issues
(wind/rain/spray).
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Concern was expressed about the lack of ongoing monitoring for various initiatives (such as
the free parking – including in Littlehampton) which means that there is a relatively small
evidence base on which to base policy decisions.

5.4
5.4.1

Arun Officers
The view of Arun DC officers tended to correlate fairly well with that expressed by the
Councillors. While they see the need for a wider regeneration strategy for the town centre,
there is also a concern that adequate levels of parking are maintained. Revenue streams, to
ensure that asset maintenance and other council revenue strategies are maintained, have
been built into the Council’s forward financial strategy.

Adopted in September 2012, this

forward financial strategy assumes overall car park levels within Arun have to be both
maintained and increased by £70k per year (flat rate).
5.4.2

There is acknowledgement that certain policies have been presented as causing a division
between Littlehampton and Bognor Regis.

However, it has been noted that the visitor

patterns to the towns, especially in the peak tourist season, are different.

such as free

parking, have only just been agreed for Bognor Regis based upon secure and support from
businesses and other funding partners, as has been the case in Littlehampton for a number
of years.
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6.1

6.1.1

Planned Developments
The Bognor Regis Masterplan identifies a number of sites within the town centre which are
likely to be re-developed. Some of the sites are currently used for car parking, and any redevelopment of these will impact on the overall parking supply within the town centre.

6.1.2

Proposals for the development of most of these sites are not currently finalised and continue
to be refined, and specific development mix and Gross Floor Area (GFA) figures are yet to
emerge. However, information available does provide an indication of the likely impacts of
the developments on town centre parking.

Proposals are being considered for four sites

which are currently used for car parking:
Fitzleet Car Park/Morrisons
6.1.3

Planning permission has already been granted for the re-development of the existing
Morrisons store which is located on Bedford Street, beneath the Fitzleet multi-storey car
park. Under these proposals the existing store would be demolished and re-provided above
a surface level car park which would provide 446 spaces, primarily for supermarket users.

6.1.4

It is not currently known whether Morrisons intend to take this development forward.
Planning consent was granted in 2010 and will expire in 2013 but the original store is
currently operating normally and there is no indication when work on the development is
scheduled to commence.
Gloucester Road Car Park

6.1.5

Aspirations for the site of the Gloucester Road car park are to establish a new, high quality
watersports centre on the seafront which would also provide a new cafe area for use by
visitors to the watersports centre and the public.

6.1.6

Plans for this site are currently under development. Initial designs allowed for the retention
for a proportion of the public parking which currently occupies the site but it is understood
that the scheme currently under consideration will use the entire site with the loss of all of
the site’s public parking spaces.
The Regis Centre

6.1.7

Plans for the Regis Centre site have changed over the period since the Masterplan was drawn
up, largely as a result of changes in the financial climate and their impact on the wider
economy.

Plans for the site are under development but it is understood that at least a

proportion of the parking which currently occupies the site will be lost to development.
6.1.8

The predominant use for the site is expected to be for leisure purposes, and it is understood
the existing theatre will either be retained or re-provided. Plans for the remainder of the site
are unclear, although the existing public house is likely to be demolished to make way for
multiple smaller businesses and a new public square.
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Hothamton Car Park
6.1.9

Development proposals for this site have been revised a number of times since the original
Masterplan document was adopted, and the proposed development mix is unclear. Currently
retail and residential properties are expected to make up the greater part of the
development and it is likely that a proportion of the public parking which is currently on the
site will be retained under any proposals.

6.2
6.2.1

Development Scenarios
It is clear that the redevelopment of the sites (outlined in the preceding section) will have an
impact on town centre parking. To gain an understanding of the level of impact, three likely
development scenarios have been assessed based on available information on proposals. It
must be noted here that forecasts presented are only indicative as specific details of the
various development proposals are still emerging. The three scenarios assessed are as
follows:

6.3



Scenario 1 - no loss of parking at the development sites;



Scenario 2 - 50% loss of parking at the development sites; and



Scenario 3 - total loss of parking at the development sites.

Trip Generation Forecasts
Fitzleet MSCP/Morrisons Store

6.3.1

This is the only site where details of floor areas are known. The site currently includes the
existing Fitzleet car park and Morrisons store, and has planning permission for a new, larger
Morrisons store and car parking providing up to 446 spaces. The approved development is
2

expected to have a retail floor area (RFA) of 2978m . Based on the provided RFA, a forecast
of daily car trips to/from the new development has been estimated using TRICS, and details
of the sites used along with the trip rates obtained are provided in Appendix H. The total
number of forecast daily car trips due the redevelopment is 5935 with 2967 being arrivals
and 2968 being departures.
6.3.2

The forecast daily trips to/from the new development, together with observed parking
demand at Fitzleet MSCP has been used to generate a forecast on parking accumulation at
the site. It has been assumed that parking at the new development will be open to both the
store’s visitors and general town centre visitors, and current town centre visitors using
Fitzleet MSCP will have use of parking at the new site.

Table 6.1 shows a summary of

forecast parking accumulation at the new development.
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Table 6.1 Forecast parking demand and accumulation at the Fitzleet/Morrisons site

Proposed

Demand

Parking

Forecast

Provision

(Indicative)

Occupancy

10:00-11:00

446

323

(72%)

123

(28%)

12:00-13:00

446

352

(79%)

94

(21%)

13:00-14:00

446

332

(74%)

114

(26%)

15:00-16:00

446

329

(74%)

117

(26%)

16:00-17:00

446

237

(53%)

209

(47%)

Time

6.3.3

Spare Capacity

From the table it can be seen that parking provision planned for the site would be able to
accommodate forecast parking demand. Peak demand is expected to be 352 cars leaving a
spare capacity of 21% (94 spaces).

However, this scenario assumes that the new car

parking will be made available for public use as well as use by Morrisons customers, and
spare capacity will be greater if this is not the case as current users of the Fitzleet car park
are likely to be displaced to other parking locations.
Gloucester Road Car Park
6.3.4

Current proposals are that Gloucester Road car park is to be redeveloped to provide a
Watersports Centre. A draft report of a feasibility study conducted in 2010/2011, Bognor
Regis Watersports Centre Feasibility Study, was published in early 2011. Although plans are
yet to be finalised, proposals included in the Feasibility Study provide indicative floor areas
which have been used to estimate the GFA (1050m2) of the proposed centre.

6.3.5

Using TRICS, a daily trip rate forecast has been generated.

This, together with observed

parking demand at Gloucester Road car park, has been used to assess the likely impact of
the three aforementioned development scenarios on parking. Specific details on sites used
along with the trip rates obtained are provided in Appendix G. It must be noted here that
leisure centres were used to generate the trip rate forecasts used due to the lack of suitable
comparable facilities in the TRICS database. This was deemed to be appropriate as leisure
centres have similar land use characteristics.
6.3.6

The first scenario examined has considered the impacts of retaining the 130

6.3.7

The table shows that, in this situation, the Gloucester Road car park is likely to operate at
capacity for much of the time during periods of peak demand, with spare capacity only
shown to be available in the mornings.

6.3.8

Scenario 2 considers the impact of a 50% reduction in the number of marked spaces
available, again with the loss of the gravel overspill area, and Table 6.3 shows the likely
impacts of this scenario
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Table 6.3 outlines the results of the assessment conducted.

Table 6.2 Scenario 1 - No loss of public car parking at Gloucester Road car park

Proposed

6.3.10

Demand

Displaced

Parking

Forecast

Time

Provision

(Indicative)

Parking

1015

130

85

45

(35%)

0

(0%)

1145

130

165

0

(0%)

35

(21%)

1315

130

189

0

(0%)

59

(31%)

1445

130

198

0

(0%)

68

(34%)

1615

130

174

0

(9%)

44

(25%)

Spare Capacity

(% of Demand)

The table shows that, in this situation, the Gloucester Road car park is likely to operate at
capacity for much of the time during periods of peak demand, with spare capacity only
shown to be available in the mornings.

6.3.11

Scenario 2 considers the impact of a 50% reduction in the number of marked spaces
available, again with the loss of the gravel overspill area, and Table 6.3 shows the likely
impacts of this scenario
Table 6.3 Scenario 2 - 50% loss of public car parking at Gloucester Road car park

Proposed

Demand

Parking

Forecast

Provision

(Indicative)

1015

65

85

0

(0%)

20

(24%)

1145

65

165

0

(0%)

100

(61%)

1315

65

189

0

(0%)

124

(66%)

1445

65

198

0

(0%)

133

(67%)

1615

65

174

0

(0%)

109

(63%)

Time
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This scenario places additional parking pressure on the car park to the extent that it is likely
to operate at capacity throughout the day in peak periods. In both of the above scenarios
any parking displaced by the development is considered likely to park on-street nearby or
attempt to use the Regis Centre car park.
Table 6.4 Scenario 3 - Total Loss of Public Parking at Gloucester Road Car Park

Displaced Parking
Time

6.3.13

(% of Demand)

1015

85

(100%)

1145

165

(100%)

1315

189

(100%)

1445

198

(100%)

1615

174

(100%)

The final scenario examines the impact of a total loss of parking at Gloucester Road, and it is
clear that a substantial loss of public car parking at the site would result in a large number of
day visitors to Butlin’s and the seafront having to find alternative car parking. Total loss of
public car parking spaces would result in forecast peak parking demand of 198 cars being
displaced.
The Regis Centre

6.3.14

As noted earlier, proposals for the Regis Centre site are currently being developed, and the
exact mix of development is yet to be finalised.

The Bognor Regis Seafront Strategy

provides indications of the preferred land uses for the site, which are a mix of leisure
facilities and quality public space. It is clear that any future redevelopment is likely to
increase the daily car trips to and from the site but, due to proposals being in their formative
stage, assessments have been conducted based on observed existing parking demand and
future traffic growth based on figures provided by the DfT’s TEMPRO traffic growth software.
In line with the assessment methodology outlined earlier, the impacts of development
proposals on public car parking provision have been assessed against 3 scenarios: no loss of
parking, 50% loss of parking and total loss of parking. Table 6.5, Table 6.6 and Table 6.7
show the results of the analysis.
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Table 6.5 Scenario 1 - No loss of public parking at Regis Centre

Parking
Time

Observed

Provision

Demand

Displaced
Spare Capacity

Parking

1030

187

115

72

(39%)

0

(0%)

1200

187

149

38

(20%)

0

(0%)

1330

187

182

5

(3%)

0

(0%)

1500

187

168

19

(10%)

0

(0%)

1630

187

79

108

(58%)

0

(0%)

Table 6.6 Scenario 2 - 50% loss of public parking at Regis Centre

Parking

Observed

Displaced

Time

Provision

Demand

1030

94

115

0

(0%)

21

(18%)

1200

94

149

0

(0%)

55

(37%)

1330

94

182

0

(0%)

88

(48%)

1500

94

168

0

(0%)

74

(44%)

1630

94

79

15

(16%)

0

(0%)

Spare Capacity

Parking

Table 6.7 Scenario 3 - Total loss of parking at Regis Centre
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Time

6.3.15

Displaced Parking

1030

115

(100%)

1200

149

(100%)

1330

182

(100%)

1500

168

(100%)

1630

79

(100%)

From the tables it is clear that a substantial loss of public car parking at the site would result
in a large number of town centre users and seafront visitors having to find alternative car
parking. Total loss of public car parking spaces would result in peak parking demand of 182
cars being displaced and a 50% loss of public car parking (Scenario 2) would result in 48%
(88 cars) of observed peak parking being displaced.

6.3.16

In addition to the existing demand, extra parking demand would be expected at the site
upon the implementation of any development proposals. The size of this demand would
depend on the proposed land uses but would place further parking pressure on the town
centre.
Hothamton Car Park

6.3.17

As outlined earlier, specific details of proposals for the Hothamton car park site are not
available, however, early plans indicate the intention to retain a percentage of existing public
parking provision (potentially up to 80%). Table 6.8, Table 6.9 and Table 6.10 present the
likely impacts of the development scenarios based on observed parking demand at the site.
Table 6.8 Scenario 1 - No loss of public car parking spaces at Hothamton

Parking

Observed

Time

Provision

Demand

1042

215

1212

Displaced
Spare Capacity

Parking

93

122

(57%)

0

(0%)

215

147

68

(32%)

0

(0%)

1342

215

137

78

(36%)

0

(0%)

1512

215

118

97

(45%)

0

(0%)

1642

215

65

150

(70%)

0

(0%)

Table 6.9 Scenario 2 - 50% loss of public car parking spaces at Hothamton
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Parking

Observed

Time

Provision

Demand

1042

108

93

15

(14%)

0

(0%)

1212

108

147

0

(0%)

39

(27%)

1342

108

137

0

(0%)

29

(21%)

1512

108

118

0

(0%)

10

(8%)

1642

108

65

43

(40%)

0

(0%)

Spare Capacity

Displaced Parking

Table 6.10 Scenario 3 - Total loss of public car parking spaces at Hothamton

Time

6.3.18

Displaced Parking

1042

93

(100%)

1212

147

(100%)

1342

137

(100%)

1512

118

(100%)

1642

65

(100%)

From the tables it is clear that a substantial loss of public car parking at the site would result
in a large number of town centre users and visitors having to find alternative car parking.
Total loss of public car parking spaces would result in peak parking demand of 147 cars
being displaced as shown in Table 6.10. Table 6.9 suggests that a 50% loss of public car
parking (Scenario 2) would result in 27% (39 cars) of observed peak parking being
displaced.

6.3.19

In addition to the existing demand, extra parking demand would be expected at the site
upon the implementation of proposals. The size of this demand would depend on the agreed
land use.

6.4
6.4.1

Development Phasing
Plans for the regeneration of Bognor Regis town centre have stalled from the viewpoint of
development due to the economic uncertainties of the last few years, and this has led to
proposals for some the sites described being reconsidered.

The final development mix of

these sites is not finalised, and it may be some time before all of the planned developments
are delivered.
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Consequently, it has not been possible to draw up a development schedule which identifies
the timeframe over which re-development will take place. Nevertheless, some assumptions
can be made relating to the likely order in which developments will come forward.
Morrisons/Fitzleet Car Park

6.4.3

Proposals for this site were granted planning consent in 2010, and on this basis it can be
assumed that this development will be the first to be completed should it be taken forward.
However, it is not currently clear whether whether Morrisons intend to implement the
proposals, and it may be that the existing store and parking arrangements remain in place
for some time.

The Regis Centre
6.4.4

It is thought that the Regis Centre development will be one of the first to come forward for
construction and thus this important parking location will be at least partially lost to the town
from an early part of the Masterplan delivery timetable.
Gloucester Road Watersports Centre

6.4.5

The development partners for the Watersports Centre, Butlin’s, Chichester University and
Arun District Council, are pursuing the delivery of this development but development
proposals are not finalised and a timetable for construction has not been drawn up.
However, it is possible that this development could be brought forward in the medium rather
than longer term.
Hothamton Car Park

6.4.6

Proposals for this site are currently in outline only, and it is expected that this site will be the
last of the four to be delivered.

6.5
6.5.1

Parking Impacts of Development
It is clear from the analysis in this chapter that, should all four of these developments be
completed, it will result in a significant reduction in the number of car parking spaces in
Bognor Regis town centre. This would create an excess of demand over supply which would
most likely force drivers to seek parking alternatives on-street and potentially cause them to
seek alternative destinations rather than visit Bognor Regis.

6.5.2

It appears likely that both the Gloucester Road and Regis Centre car parks will be built out
over time, potentially with total loss of parking at Gloucester Road and reduced parking
provision at the Regis Centre.

Loss of the Gloucester Road car park would significantly

reduce the parking supply for leisure visitors to the seafront, and this would need to be reprovided in areas close enough to the seafront to offer similar levels of convenience if visitor
levels are to be maintained or increased.
6.5.3

It would be reasonable to expect the Regis Centre car park to also serve the seafront but,
whilst this case for some users, there are a high number of drivers who use this location to
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park for access to the High Street. Thus, a reduction in parking supply at this site would be
tenable provided that town centre visitors who currently use this car park can be displaced to
other town centre car parks, leaving parking provision here for use by visitors to the
development and the seafront.
6.5.4

The development of the Morrisons store is a key issue for parking in Bognor Regis.
Development of the site would provide a sizeable parking facility which would be under the
control of the supermarket, and this could potentially become short-stay parking only. In
this instance, all parking durations over 2 or 3 hours at the Fitzleet car park would be
displaced to other parking locations. Development at the Regis Centre and Gloucester Road
would leave only one parking facility large enough (but not necessarily convenient enough)
to accommodate displaced demand.

6.5.5

Thus, it would appear that the Hothamton car park will become an increasingly important
parking location over time, especially if the development of the Morrisons site goes ahead.
In this instance, Hothamton will become the only off-street parking location for durations
over 2 or 3 hours. A reduction in parking capacity at this site as part of development is likely
to significantly increase parking pressure in on-street locations, and new off-street
alternatives may need to be found if it is desired to maintain a level of convenient parking for
town centre users.

6.5.6

Whilst the London Road car park is considered by some to offer town centre parking, its
semi-residential location and the walk distance from the car park to the town centre mean
that this is unlikely to be considered a desirable option for many drivers. The small Lyon
Street car park is likely to become more popular post development due to its proximity to
town centre shopping areas.

6.5.7

In light of this, it is important that the implementation of emerging development proposals is
undertaken using a phased approach, as this would allow for mitigation measures (discussed
further in Chapter 6) to be implemented effectively. Similarly, it is important to consider the
seasonality of parking demand, particularly along the seafront, and to ensure that parking
strategy going forward negates any detrimental effects that the loss of parking might have
on the economic vitality of Bognor Regis town centre, particularly during the busiest summer
months.

6.6
6.6.1

Development Scenario Impacts on Parking
This review has examined the impacts on parking of three main development scenarios:


Scenario 1 - no loss of parking at the development sites;



Scenario 2 - 50% loss of parking at the development sites; and



Scenario 3 - total loss of parking at the development sites.

The potential parking impacts that these three scenarios may bring about are described
here.
Existing Parking Levels Retained or Increased
6.6.2

If the existing town centre parking levels are retained the identified over supply of parking in
certain parts of the town will remain. In particular, the Fitzleet and Hothamton car parks are
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likely to have spare capacity for much of the time and will remain under-utilised assets, as
will the London Road car park.

Demand at the Regis Centre and Gloucester Road will

continue to be strong as these are currently preferred locations for many visitors.
6.6.3

Additionally, if the Morrisons site is re-developed in line with granted planning permission,
this would exacerbate the situation of over-supply by increasing the overall parking stock by
a further 79 spaces.
50% Reduction in Parking Supply

6.6.4

The effects of this scenario could be varied depending on the distribution of the spaces to be
removed. In overall terms, the peak occupancy observed in all of Bognor Regis’ car parks
during our Saturday survey was 78% of available parking supply and thus a 50% reduction
in supply would create a shortfall in the order of 300 spaces, even if all the remaining spaces
within the town centre were utilised.

The introduction of additional parking along the

seafront would help to reduce this shortfall but a level of under-supply of parking is likely to
remain even in this instance.
6.6.5

In reality, an even re-distribution of displaced parking demand is unlikely to happen as
drivers will attempt to park at alternative locations closest to their destination.

This will

result in increased parking pressure on remaining off-street and existing on-street parking
locations.
Total Loss of Off-street Parking Supply
6.6.6

Clearly a total loss of off-street parking in Bognor Regis town centre is an untenable situation
as this would result in an approximate peak level of demand for parking of 875 vehicles
being displaced. The town centre could not accommodate this level of on-street parking and
the likely result would be that a majority of drivers would choose an alternative destination
where parking is available.

6.7
6.7.1

Forecast Post-Development Parking Scenario
In reality, Scenarios 1 & 3 are unlikely to come about. It is expected that at least two of the
four sites discussed in this chapter will eventually be developed with a resulting loss of
parking, and what appears to be the most likely future parking scenario post-development is
considered to be:


Development of the Gloucester Road car park into a Watersports Centre potentially
with a total loss of parking supply at this site;



Re-development of the Regis Centre with partial re-provision of public parking (est. 70
spaces); and


6.7.2

Redevelopment of the Hothamton car park with retention of 50% public parking.

This scenario would result in an overall loss of parking of approximately 355 spaces. Should
the Morrisons site remain as at present, this would result in a shortfall of around 110 spaces,
assuming all remaining off-street parking spaces in the town were utilised. If the Morrisons
site is re-developed, this shortfall would reduce by 79 spaces.
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However, as noted above, it is unlikely that displaced parking from seafront sites would use
car parks such as London Road and Hotham Park, and thus this post-development scenario
would place additional parking pressure on Bognor Regis’ streets if alternative off-street
parking facilities are not made available.

Growth in background traffic levels and from

additional visits to the town that development is expected to generate will only serve to
exacerbate peak period parking problems in the town.
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7.1

7.1.1

Parking Strategy Review
This study has reviewed work undertaken to produce a Parking Strategy for Bognor Regis
which was initially drawn up in 2008/2009. This previous strategy was not adopted by Arun
District Council due to the onset of the economic downturn which commenced at that time
and which meant that the development scenarios used in preparation of that strategy could
not be guaranteed to be delivered.

7.1.2

This strategy review has built upon the methodology used for the 2008/2009 study to
provide a revised strategy which takes into account the changes that have occurred in
parking provision and behaviour in the intervening period and the changes to development
proposals as a result of changes within the wider economy.

7.1.3

Whilst this review has identified a revised direction for the future of parking in Bognor Regis,
some of the conclusions from the previous study remain valid, particularly relating to car
park access and signage strategies.

7.2
7.2.1

Parking Activity Summary
The analysis in the preceding chapters has revealed much about the type of parking activity
which occurs in Bognor Regis and the behaviour of the drivers who visit. By far the majority
of users of the town’s car parks stay for less than two hours, with higher levels of longerstay activity only observed at the Gloucester Road car park.

Although some long-stay

activity was recorded at Lyon Street, this is likely to be less than reported in percentage
terms due to the introduction of the parking disc scheme, which masks the true level of short
stay parking at this location.
7.2.2

Whilst there are seasonal differences in the number of vehicles using Bognor Regis’ car
parks, these are not as large as were expected. For example, activity in the Fitzleet car park
rose by only 21% in the summer months and figures for London Road, the Regis Centre and
Hothamton were less, with the latter recording only a 6% increase. The highest seasonal
increase (114%) was recorded at Hotham Park, with Gloucester Road having the next
highest figure at (48%).

7.2.3

The shorter durations and smaller seasonal variations suggests that many journeys to
Bognor Regis’ car parks are largely local in nature and predominantly for shopping or town
centre purposes, and that longer duration parking for leisure purposes are accommodated by
the Gloucester Road car park and along the Esplanade.

7.2.4

Occupancy surveys have shown that there is currently spare parking capacity within the
town even during peak season.

Both of the larger town centre car parks, Fitzleet and

Hothamton, showed up to 50% spare capacity on the weekday and Saturday surveyed.
Other car parks are well used, with the Regis Centre and Lyon Street operating at close to
capacity for much of the time, and Gloucester Road being over capacity on busy summer
days, although this excess of demand is accommodated by a gravelled overspill parking
area.
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There is a high level of demand for on-street parking, particularly in residential streets and in
the areas around the High Street. Demand along the esplanade is more variable, with the
highest levels of demand being both seasonal and influenced by weather conditions.

7.2.6

Parking tariffs in the town compare favourably with other coastal towns, with tariffs in
Bognor Regis being the least costly of the towns chosen for our benchmarking exercise.

7.3
7.3.1

Development Pressures
Data suggests that in order to continue to accommodate peak parking demand it will be
important that any developments coming forward do not compromise the overall supply of
parking availability in the town centre relative to current occupancy figures. As described in
the previous chapter, the loss of 50% of spaces would lead to an overspill situation that the
town would struggle to accommodate unless a new parking facility or increased on-street
spaces are provided. Lower levels (25%) of parking space loss could be accommodated at
existing under-utilised car-parks, however this would require a significant commitment to:


Upgrade and enhance the facilities (especially Fitzleet multi-storey, if it is to be
retained);



Implement a Signing and VMS Strategy to ensure that visitors are directed to available
spaces;



Consideration of parking convenience (some established users may not be willing to
relocate).

7.3.2

Even with these measures a proportion of drivers will continue to seek parking in areas
closest to their destination, and thus improved usage and management of existing off-street
parking stock is only a partial solution to future problems.

7.4
7.4.1

Alternative Parking Locations
Bognor Regis has a compact town centre which is surrounded by fairly dense residential
streets, and the identification of a location for a new public parking facility of a suitably large
size is consequently difficult. The potential for underground parking is hampered by a high
water table and other geological considerations and this is not considered a viable option for
increasing parking supply.

7.4.2

The ‘worst case’ parking scenarios used to assess potential demand for parking in this review
will only apply in the peak summer months. It can be argued that a reduced level of parking
supply will be sufficient to meet demand for much of the year, and this is evidenced by the
current levels of spare capacity. If a sufficient number of smaller sites could be identified
these could be used for temporary seasonal parking. Unfortunately, suitable areas are few in
Bognor Regis, and sites that would suit such a use such as the green area on the edge of
town at the eastern end of the High Street may not necessarily be available.

It is

understood that it may be possible to negotiate the use of land owned by Butlin’s for
temporary car parking, and this option should be pursued.
7.4.3

An alternative to sites within the town would be to provide Park-&-Ride services, and some
work has been done by ADC towards identifying a P&R site which could serve both Bognor
Regis and Chichester. Such a site would need to be located to the north-west of the town
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and would need to be carefully chosen if it is to adequately serve both centres. If journey
times are too long it will be difficult to generate patronage, and it is questionable whether
sufficient numbers of visitors to Bognor Regis’ seafront attractions will be prepared to unload
their vehicles and complete their journeys into the town by bus whilst carrying items of
beach apparel.

7.5
7.5.1

Free Parking Pilot Scheme – Options Review
The free 2hr parking scheme at Fitzleet and Lyon Street car parks has been extended for a
further year from September 2012, and this pilot scheme has, not unexpectedly, resulted in
a fall in overall ticket sales at Fitzleet and Lyon Street car parks. Data on utilisation levels
and the impact on the local economy in terms of increased footfall are difficult to ascertain in
the absence of a solid baseline activity level.

7.5.2

The impact of free parking on a local economy has not been extensively studied; however
there is evidence (from Lincolnshire) to indicate that in depressed areas it can lead to
increased local activity and that it is welcomed by local residents. For towns and cities where
activity is already high and parking space is at a premium, the competition for limited space
amongst competing users makes free parking challenging (for example, in Brighton & Hove
and Bournemouth).

Bognor Regis is in many respects in a half-way position between the

peaks of summer demand and the lows of the winter season.
7.5.3

Currently there is insufficient data available to provide an insight as to how successful the
scheme has been in increasing town centre footfall in Bognor Regis.

However, it is likely

that any additional patronage will have been generated from local users and residents rather
than holidaymakers and daytrippers due to the nature of the scheme and need to purchase a
parking disc in advance of parking activity.
7.5.4

The asset maintenance costs to the Council of free parking also need to be considered, and
this would require a separate costing study to determine the feasibility of continuing or
expanding the scheme. The data collated for this study does not inform speculation as to
whether such a scheme would be viable, and any study into the feasibility of expansion of
the 2hr free parking regime could consider the following potential strategy options:

7.6
7.6.1



Maintenance of the scheme as currently stands;



Expansion of the scheme to other off-street car parks;



Introduction of a seasonal scheme (e.g 2hrs free parking Oct-April);



Consideration the implications of a similar regime on-street.

Strategy Elements
This study has identified a number of areas where improvements can be made to the existing
parking regime and how planned changes to the amount of parking that will be provided in
Bognor Regis following development can be managed to ensure that adequate parking
continues to be provided in the town to meet current and future parking demand.

7.6.2

The strategy actions described below are focused on parking and access interventions and do
not include wider transport measures related to achieving the targets of sustainable
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transport policies.

Levels of parking provision in Bognor Regis are likely to reduce in the

future as planned developments are built out, and this in itself will act as a demand
management tool.

Whilst the actions described have been considered with wider policy

objectives in mind, the primary focus of these actions is to effectively manage parking in the
town and to support and enhance the vitality of Bognor Regis as a town centre, in line with
national planning policy objectives.

7.7
7.7.1

Car Park Signage
Bognor Regis’ car parks are primarily accessed from the north or east, and whilst signage for
town centre car parks exists, the range of parking options and the most suitable routes to
them are not always apparent to drivers entering the town. Drivers who are unfamiliar with
the town are likely to head for the seafront before making choices on where to park, and
some of the town’s car parks are difficult to access from this point.

7.7.2

It is therefore recommended that a signage strategy be implemented which directs drivers to
the most appropriate parking locations for their purpose. For example, drivers arriving from
the north could be directed via the B2166 and Queensway to car parks at Fitzleet and
Hothamton for town centre shopping and via the A259/High Street/Gloucester Road to
Gloucester Road and Regis Centre car parks for seafront parking.

7.7.3

Clear signage should also be provided to town centre car parks, including London Road, from
the seafront to make drivers aware of other parking options.

Signage should include the

capacity of car parks wherever possible to allow drivers to make choices on where they are
most likely to find a space.
7.7.4

Over the longer term, once the number of parking spaces that will be provided postdevelopment are known, the Council should consider the implementation of variable
message signing to provide further clarity for drivers as to car park locations and the
availability of parking spaces therein.

7.8
7.8.1

Car Park Access
As noted above, some of the town’s central car parks can be difficult to locate, particularly
from the seafront. In order to assist drivers in finding these car parks, and aided by the car
park signage strategy, it would be possible to create a circular route within the town centre
from which all of the towns car parks could be reached.

7.8.2

It is understood that the re-opening of the High Street to general traffic has been proposed,
and this would offer the opportunity to create such a route to connect the Fitzleet,
Hothamton, Regis Centre and Gloucester Road car parks via the Esplanade, Gloucester Road
and the High Street.

If the High Street is to remain for use by buses only, a larger loop

should be used to connect all the town centre’s car parks, using Canada Grove, Queensway,
Lennox Street, the Esplanade, Gloucester Road, High Street East, Lyon Street and London
Road.
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7.9

Parking Environment and Quality

7.9.1

The quality of a car park is an important factor for drivers when choosing where to park, and
in some instances this may outweigh convenience when it comes to making that choice.
Many drivers will choose a brightly lit car park with CCTV where they feel safe over a poorly
lit car park even if it is further away from their destination.

7.9.2

The surface car parks in Bognor Regis are all in a good state of repair, with good quality
surfacing and markings. High quality lighting and CCTV coverage provide additional security
and a level of comfort for users, and these should be provided in car parks where they are
currently not provided. These improvements would also assist in discouraging inappropriate
use of car parks from motorhome or caravan owners camping overnight.

7.9.3

If it is to be retained, the Fitzleet car park should be allowed to benefit from improvements
to lighting and surface markings, and this would greatly assist in increasing patronage in this
under-used parking asset.

7.10
7.10.1

Managing the Impacts of Development on Parking
As noted in the preceding chapters, it will be important to manage the changes to the
parking regime in Bognor Regis as development comes forward. As this is likely to happen in
stages we have identified a strategy for managing this change on a site-by-site basis.
Fitzleet car park/Morrisons

7.10.2

Since it is currently unclear whether the consented re-development of the Morrisons site will
be implemented, two strategy options are required for this site. If the existing car park is to
be retained, it is recommended that a programme of quality improvements is implemented
to enhance the attractiveness of this car park to drivers and encourage additional use as
parking from other development sites is displaced.

7.10.3

If the consented development goes ahead, it will be important that the site’s parking
capacity is made available for use by drivers who have been displaced from other car parks
which have been re-developed. Drivers who only intend to visit for short durations will most
likely be provided for by the short-term tariff provided in the supermarket’s car park, but
those wishing to park for longer durations will have limited options within the town centre.

7.10.4

It is therefore recommended that the Council seeks to ensure that provision is made for
longer parking durations within this site, either through the dedication of part of the parking
provision for longer stays or through the introduction of a medium-long stay parking tariff.
Gloucester Road

7.10.5

The total loss of parking on the Gloucester Road site would be a significant development in
the town centre as this is one of the primary car parks used for visitors to the seafront and
beach. Any loss of provision here would ideally need to be re-provided. Current users are
expected to be unwilling to relocate to town centre car parks with spare capacity such as
Hothamton as this is a greater distance from the seafront, and additional seafront parking
would be preferred if it could be provided. However, as this is the primary off-site parking
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location for seafront visitors, it is recommended that a level of public parking is retained as
part of the Watersports Centre proposals if at all possible.
7.10.6

The possibility of converting traffic operation along the Esplanade to one-way has been
raised by the Council, and this offers a potential method of increasing the parking capacity of
the Esplanade.

One-way operation would require less carriageway width for vehicle

movements than two-way working, and would potentially free up carriageway space for
additional parking.

The introduction of angled ‘echelon’ parking on the seafront of the

carriageway has the potential to increase the parking capacity of the Esplanade by up to
55%, and this would assist in providing additional parking for seafront and Watersports
Centre visitors.
The Regis Centre
7.10.7

The nature of parking at the Regis Centre is such that many of the car park’s users are
visitors to the High Street rather than the seafront. Although it is expected that a level of
public parking will be retained at this site post-development this would be intended mainly to
serve the development rather than the wider town centre area. Nevertheless, it is expected
that visitors to the High Street will continue to use this car park if spaces are available, with
any displaced parking using the Hothamton and possibly Fitzleet car parks in the future.
Displaced visitors to the seafront are expected to relocate to parking available on the
Esplanade.
Hothamton Car Park

7.10.8

This is expected to be the last of the developments on car parking sites to be completed, and
this will grow in importance as the town’s parking stock is reduced and parking from
developed sites is displaced. As such, the Hothamton car park holds the key to the level of
off-street parking that will be provided in Bognor Regis post-development.

7.10.9

It is therefore recommended that the level of public parking to be retained at this site is
guided by reactions to other changes in the towns parking regime as far as is possible
without causing delay to implementation of the development. From a parking perspective,
our calculations suggest that, as a minimum, 50% of existing parking provision will need to
be retained, with a larger proportion to be retained if at all possible.

7.10.10

Clearly this level of re-provision has the potential to impact on the deliverability of
development proposals. However, the site’s town centre location may provide justification
for a development mix which generates low levels of parking, possibly including car-free
residential units.
On-street Parking

7.10.11

The level of on-street parking provision in Bognor Regis has increased in the period since the
2009 Parking Strategy was drawn up, and the county and district councils have taken
opportunities to maximise on-street provision wherever possible. Nevertheless, the loss of
off-street car parks to development will inevitably increase parking pressure at on-street
locations.

7.10.12

In particular, it is expected that the loss of Gloucester Road and the reduction in size of the
Regis Centre car park will bring an increase in demand for parking along the seafront. Arun
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District Council have previously considered proposals to increase parking provision here
through the introduction of echelon (or angled) parking, and Figure 7.1 shows how this
could potentially increase parking capacity.

Figure 7.1

7.10.13

Comparison of Parallel and Echelon Parking Capacities

The figure shows that the parking capacity of the seafront side of The Esplanade could be
increased by up to 55% if echelon parking is introduced, and this would increase the overall
parking capacity of the road by almost 28%.

The introduction of echelon parking would

require a reduction in carriageway width, and thus this arrangement could only be
implemented successfully if the Esplanade was converted to one-way working for traffic.
7.10.14

The Bognor Regis Masterplan makes reference to proposals for a Urban Living development
to the east of the railway station which would provide minimal parking due to its central
location close to transport facilities.

This would be likely to increase parking pressure in

Spencer Street, which already has much of its length given over to on-street parking which
this is understood to be well used.

However, demand for residential permits is less than

30% of available residential parking capacity and it could be reasonably expected that
parking demand from the Urban Living quarter could be accommodated in Spencer Street by
using this capacity and converting shared use spaces to residential if required.
7.10.15

Opportunities to expand the amount of on-street parking in the core of the town centre are
limited, and it is not considered that it will be possible to significantly increase the level of
on-street provision in the town, although it may be possible to provide some additional
localised parking bays in some areas.
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Strategy Actions
Development Timetable

7.11.1

The identification of a timetable for the implementation of strategy actions is difficult as the
order in which developments will come forward is not currently clear. In particular, plans for
the Fitzleet car park will have a significant impact on Bognor Regis town centre’s parking
supply, and what happens at this site in the future will largely dictate the direction parking
strategy in the town in the future.
STRATEGY ACTION 1 – Proposals for Fitzleet Car Park

7.11.2

As a matter of priority, the Council should seek to ascertain what the future situation at the
Fitzleet car park and Morrisons supermarket site will be, with a view to understanding what
the likely level of parking provision will be on the site over the period of the Parking
Strategy.
Safeguarding Parking Provision

7.11.3

This study has identified that the continued provision of parking on the Fitzleet multistorey/Morrisons site will be key to the town centre’s ability to supply sufficient car parking
to meet expected levels of future demand. Under existing proposals for the site a level of
public parking will be provided but this is likely to be for the use of patrons of the redeveloped supermarket only.

7.11.4

In order to maintain a balance of parking supply for both long and short stay users it will be
important to ensure sufficient parking exists for both user types at either Fitzleet or the
neighbouring Hothamton car park sites.
STRATEGY ACTION 2 – Safeguard the Level of Public Parking Provision

7.11.5

The Council should seek to ensure that an appropriate level of public parking supply
continues to be provided at the Fitzleet and/or Hothamton car park sites to ensure
alternative parking is available for all types of user as parking on other sites is lost to
Masterplan developments in the future.
Wayfinding and Signage

7.11.6

The study has identified that the routes to Bognor Regis’ car parks are not always clear to
users who are unfamiliar to the town. Existing signage to car parks does not differentiate
between town centre and seafront parking areas and routes from the seafront to town centre
car parks can also be considered unclear.
STRATEGY ACTION 3 – Design and Implement Car Park Signage Strategy

7.11.7

We recommend that a strategy for car park signage be drawn up which differentiates
between town centre and seafront car parks and routes drivers to the seafront away from
the core of the town centre in order to minimise traffic congestion.

The strategy should

consider access to car parks from the main routes into the town from all directions and
routes to car parks from the seafront.
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Car Park Quality
7.11.8

The quality of Bognor Regis’ surface car parks is generally good, with level surfacing and
clear markings.

The Council have also made efforts to improve the quality of the ageing

Fitzleet multi-storey car park as funding allows, but further improvements are unlikely to be
implemented given the site’s uncertain future. If this car park is to be retained in the future
it would benefit from further upgrades, including to the payment options offered, to improve
its attractiveness to existing users and encourage higher levels of use.
STRATEGY ACTION 4 – Improve Car Park Security and Lighting
7.11.9

Improvements to car park security and lighting will address identified concerns regarding
personal safety and the inappropriate use of car parking facilities. We recommend that the
Council undertakes a review of the lighting levels in car parks with a view to ensuring lighting
provision is sufficient to allow safe usage by car drivers and passengers.

Where personal

safety issues and incidents of car park misuse are identified, CCTV coverage should also be
provided.
STRATEGY ACTION 5 – Improve the Quality of Fitzleet Car Park
7.11.10

If it is to be retained, the Fitzleet car park should be subject to an improvement plan with a
view to enhancing the ambiance and security of the car park to make it more attractive to
existing and potential new users and ensuring the structure of the car park is in a suitable
condition to allow safe operation for all users over its remaining operational life.
STRATEGY ACTION 6 – Improve Parking Payment Options at Fitzleet

7.11.11

The layout of Fitzleet car park lends itself to the successful conversion from Pay-&-Display
payment to Pay-on-Foot. The Pay-on-Foot method of payment is more popular with car park
users as it allows flexibility in the duration of stay and removes the need to return to the car
park to make additional payments if a longer stay is desired. If the Fitzleet car park is to be
retained, we recommend that it is converted to Pay-on-Foot as part of a wider improvement
plan for the facility.
Expansion of On-street Parking Provison
As Masterplan developments are built out, on-street parking will play an increasingly
important role in providing for parking displaced from car parks, particularly in the area of
the seafront. Whilst options for providing new on-street parking in the core town centre are
limited, options are available which would allow the increase of on-street parking provision
along the seafront.
STRATEGY ACTION 7 – Investigate Options for Increased Seafront Parking

7.11.12

In order to increase the level of on-street parking in the area of the seafront the Council, in
conjunction with WSCC, should develop and implement a scheme of improvements for the
Esplanade which will provide enhancements to the public realm along the seafront which
improve pedestrian priority whilst providing additional on-street parking in the form of
echelon, or angled, parking on the southern side of the road. As part of this scheme the
Council should give consideration to the wider traffic circulation issues within the town centre
and the need for one-way traffic working along the Esplanade.
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Temporary Seasonal Parking
7.11.13

The future shortfall in parking provision in the town centre which is identified by this study
will be at its most acute during the summer holiday season, and it may be possible to
provide additional, temporary parking on green or brownfield sites during these times of
peak demand.
STRATEGY ACTION 8 – Develop Options for Temporary Seasonal Parking

7.11.14

The Council should continue to identify suitable sites for possible seasonal car parking and
engage with land owners to pursue options for provision of additional temporary parking. in
particular, the potential use of land owned by Butlin’s to accommodate overspill summer
season parking should be explored further.
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